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1. Introduction 

Microencapsulation is a field of growing interest for a variety of applications. The idea of 

microencapsulation is based on the encapsulation of a substance and its release under 

defined conditions, e.g. after a certain time or external effects, like temperature or 

pressure exposure or pH changes, e.g. [Lor98, Tsu01, Gou04, Sim07, Che08, Riz13]. 

Potential applications range from epoxy coatings whose weathering and scratch 

resistance could be improved by modifying them with nanoparticles [Sim05], increased 

handling safety for pesticides [Tsu01] to drug delivery systems for pharmaceutical 

applications, e.g. [Lor98, Ben99, Wan06, Riz13, Fre15]. Further, the use of 

microencapsulation for food and cosmetic applications with focus on protecting reactive, 

volatile or sensitive ingredients, e.g. flavors or vitamins, or masking unpleasant tastes 

are discussed in literature, e.g. [Kir91, Ben99, Udd01, Gou04, Fre15]. Even the 

expansion of cosmetic benefits to textiles by imparting encapsulated cosmetic or 

pharmaceutical agents into fabrics is in focus of research [Nel02, Che08].  

There are described both many different potential applications for microencapsulation 

and many procedures to prepare them. On the one hand, there are several technologies 

to prepare microcapsules, like spray drying, spray cooling, centrifugal coextrusion, 

extrusion, fluidized bed, coacervation and RESS (rapid expansion of supercritical 

solutions), e.g. [Lor98, Gou04, Ben06]. On the other hand, the development of suitable 

carrier materials is in focus or encapsulation research. Such carrier systems can be 

liposomes, cyclodextrines, lipospheres, bi-layer membranes, alginates, polysaccharide 

based materials, polymers or carbon nanotubes as described, e.g. by [Lor98, Gou04, 

Ben06, Wan06, Fre15].  

According to the high variety of potential applications the development of 

microencapsulation techniques is a research topic of high interest. The number of 

developed technologies might be expanded by crystallization. Such an approach was 

described by Dette et al. [Det10b] and first results could be presented by Schuster et al. 

[Sch10] and Ulrich et al. [Ulr13]. However, more research needs to be performed in 

order to verify the applicability of these techniques for potential industrial uses.  
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2. State of the art  

2.1. Crystallization 

Crystallization is a thermal separation process that is commonly used as purification 

process. It is based on the conversion of a liquid, gaseous or amorphous state into an 

ordered solid phase. The revealed crystals are solid state with a regularly three-

dimensional lattice structure which consists of atoms, ions or molecules [Gra97].  

2.1.1 Solubility, supersaturation and phase diagram 

The solubility of a substance in a solvent is a thermodynamic value that depends on 

concentration, temperature and pressure. In Fig. 2.1a an exemplary phase diagram 

under isobaric conditions is depicted. The solubility curve represents the amount of 

solute that is soluble in a solvent under equilibrium conditions. If the system leaves the 

equilibrium state, e.g. by supercooling, a driving force, termed as supersaturation S, is 

created and the system enters the metastable state. The driving force is defined by 

Eq. 2.1 where C0 is the initial concentration of the solution and C* reflects the saturation 

solubility at the same temperature [Kak12a]. 

The width of this metastable zone is defined by the appearance of nuclei which is 

represented in the phase diagram by the nucleation curve. Since this curve is not based 

on thermodynamic values it actually does not belong in a phase diagram. However, due 

to its practical meaning for crystallization it is established to depict it in the phase 

diagram. The position of the nucleation curve can be affected by process conditions, 

e.g. cooling rate, stirring rate, sample size or presence, type and amount of particles 

inside the solution [Gra97, Mul01, Mye02, Rod99].  

In Fig. 2.1b the crystallization process for a cooling crystallization is illustrated in the 

phase diagram. In the beginning the process parameters (C0,
 T0) provide stable 

conditions for the initial solution. By means of temperature decrease (to T*) the 

metastable zone is entered, where the solution’s state is termed as ‘supercooled’, and 

  
  

  
 2.1 
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passed through until nucleation occurs. Depending on further temperature decrease and 

crystal growth rate the crystals grow until an equilibrium state (C*) is reached. 

 

Fig. 2.1: Exemplary phase diagram under isobaric conditions; a) Designation of sections of the diagram;  
b) Events of cooling crystallization illustrated in the phase diagram. 

Besides changes in temperature or pressure there are more possibilities to create a 

supersaturation. On the one hand, there is the possibility of increasing the solute’s 

concentration by solvent removal, e.g. by evaporation or freeze out. On the other hand, 

the solute’s solubility can be decreased, e.g. by the adjustment of pH value, the addition 

of solvent or can be induced by a chemical reaction [Mul01, Lew15].  

2.1.2 Nucleation and crystal growth 

If a driving force is created the vital condition for crystallization is nucleation. This 

initiation of crystallization can be structured as shown in Fig. 2.2 [Mul01].  

 

Fig. 2.2: Types of nucleation [Mul01]. 

Homogenous nucleation happens hardly at sample volumes larger than 100 µL and, 

thus, is of negligible practical interest. Usually solutions contain some impurities, e.g. 

dust particles or bubbles, which offer a surface of interface that decreases the energy 

barrier for nuclei formation. This heterogeneous type of nucleation usually happens if no 

secondary nucleation is induced by adding seed crystals of the solute material to a 

supersaturated solution. Secondary nucleation or ‘seeding’ is commonly applied in 
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industrial crystallization since it allows the performance of the process under low 

supersaturations and, thus, moderate growth rates which results in better adjustment of 

morphology and higher purities [Mye02, Mul01, Rod99].  

As soon as nuclei are present they start growing to macroscopic crystals depending on 

the driving force. The growth mechanism can be structured into two steps as follows. 

First, the solute material has to be transported from the solution to the crystal surface 

(diffusion step). There, the material can either adsorb to this surface or can be 

transported diffusion controlled within the boundary layer to a growth site. Secondly, the 

material is incorporated into the crystal lattice (surface integration step) [Mul01, Mye02, 

Lew15]. The rate of the growth mechanism, which depends on the temperature, can be 

limited either by the diffusion or the incorporation step. Between crystal faces the limiting 

factor and also the growth rates can vary [Per13]. This variation of growth rates of 

different crystal faces defines the overall crystal shape since the fastest growing faces 

disappear [Til91, Bob15].  

2.2. Encapsulation by means of crystalline container systems 

The idea of using hollow crystals as encapsulation technique in pharmaceutical industry 

is presented, e.g. by Schuster et al. [Sch10] and picked up by Dette et al. [Det10b] and 

Ulrich et al. [Ulr13]. In these case studies the generation of hollow container crystals 

caused by a hydrate-anhydrate or anhydrate-hydrate transition using the APIs 

carbamazepine and theophylline [Ulr13] as well as D-glucose [Det10b, Sch10] as 

container substances is described. This encapsulation technique is discussed to 

increase the shelf life of enclosed drugs and offers the possibility of retarded drug 

release by a slow dissolution of the container material. A further suggestion to use 

crystalline container systems in pharmaceutical products could be the incorporation of 

bitter tasting drugs into the container crystals and, thus, an unpleasant taste could be 

masked. Besides pharmaceuticals another potential field of application could be the 

generation of food additives. Exemplarily, flavors could be encapsulated inside such 

container crystals and be released when crystals are chewed [Ulr13].  

Several studies on the generation of hollow crystals are already published and a 

summary of the used substances and methods will be given. 
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2.2.1 Sodium-2-ketogulonate anhydrate 

Sodium-2-ketogulonate anhydrate (SKGA) is a very well investigated model substance 

in the field of hollow crystal generation and is described in numerous studies, e.g. 

[Jon06, Det07, Det10a, Det10b, Sch11a, Wac11, Det12]. Sodium-2-keto-L-gulonic acid 

has industrial meaning as precursor material for ascorbic acid production. If it is 

suspended in methanol it transforms from the monohydrate form (SKGM) to the 

anhydrate form (SKGA) under the appearance of needle shaped crystals as depicted in 

Fig. 2.3 [Nor99b]. Later, it was discovered that the grown crystal needles were hollow 

[Jon06, Det07] which made it interesting for research. 

 

Fig. 2.3: Dehydration of SKGM in methanol. Formation of needle-shaped crystals can be observed [Nor99b]. 

Sodium-2-keto-L-gulonic acid had an important meaning for the investigations of the 

mechanism that takes place during solvent mediated phase transformations (Chapter 

2.3.1) and the formation of crystal tubes, e.g. [Det10a, Det10b, Sch11a]. However, no 

proof was reported on that the generated crystal tubes could be filled and closed. 

2.2.2 Glucose anhydrate 

Dette et al. [Det10b] and Schuster et al. [Sch10] described the idea of using closed 

crystalline tubes as container systems for pharmaceutical substances. As container 

substance glucose was used. When glucose monohydrate crystals were suspended in 

dry methanol at 25 °C for 30 min a solvent mediated phase transformation was induced 

and hollow anhydrate crystals were generated. After filtration the needle shaped glucose 

anhydrate crystals were dried for 2 h at 60 °C. During this drying step the crystals’ tips 

sealed. Based on this experimental procedure, crystalline containers could be filled with 
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ibuprofen and rhodamine 6G solutions by dissolving these substances in the dry 

methanol before the phase transformation happened.  

In case of glucose anhydrate crystals filled with ibuprofen the glucose anhydrate 

needles were investigated under the microscope according to their size and the 

enclosed ibuprofen amount was quantified [Sch10]. The average outer diameter of the 

crystal needles was 2.55 µm and the average length was determined to be 22 µm. 

Based on these results the cavity dimensions were estimated. A cavity diameter of 

1.27 µm and a cavity length of 20 µm were assumed. This led to an excepted cavity 

volume of 25.4 µm3, in which up to 1.210-11 g ibuprofen could be enclosed theoretically. 

In order to quantify the ibuprofen amount, 100 mg of crystals were dissolved in 1 mL 

methanol and measured by means of UV spectroscopy. The ibuprofen concentration of 

washed crystal needles was determined to be 0.361 mmol L-1. This corresponds to an 

ibuprofen amount of 1.13 wt-% in 100 mg glucose anhydrate crystals. Due to the 

comparison between the theoretical and determined ibuprofen amount it was concluded 

that only approx. 1% of the theoretical possible amount could be enclosed inside the 

glucose anhydrate crystals. 

2.2.3 Sodium acetate 

Sodium acetate was chosen as another model system to illustrate the possibility of 

generating hollow crystal tubes which can be filled and closed [Sch11b]. Crystal 

containers of sodium acetate trihydrate were generated as in case of glucose 

monohydrate [Sch10] by dropping a saturated sodium acetate solution into dry methanol 

[Sch11b]. As a results needle-shaped crystals containing a hollow interior and sealed 

tips could be observed (Fig. 2.4a). For better visualization the tubes were crystallized in 

an ethanolic brilliant blue solution which resulted in a blue colored enclosed liquid 

(Fig. 2.4b). 
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Fig. 2.4: Sodium acetate trihydrate crystals generated by dropping saturated aqueous solution into a) Dry 
methanol and b) Dry methanol colored with brilliant blue solution [Sch11b]. 

2.2.4 Carbamazepine 

Eddleston and Jones [Edd10] prepared hollow tubular crystals of carbamazepine form II 

and carbamazepine dihydrate by means of evaporative crystallization. Carbamazepine 

was crystallized as hollow hexagonal rods from toluene (Fig. 2.5a). The pore diameter 

ranged along its length from 2 to 10 µm. Carbamazepine dihydrate crystals that grew 

from methanol (Fig. 2.5b) are described to have a rectangular cross section and the 

pore diameters range from 5 to 25 µm [Edd10]. 

 

Fig. 2.5: SEM pictures of carbamazepine crystals from evaporative crystallization: a) Carbamazepine from 
toluene, b) Carbamazepine dihydrate from methanol [Edd10]. c) Carbamazepine dihydrate crystals generated 
by means of solvent-mediated phase transformation [Ulr13]. 

Ulrich, Schuster and Stelzer [Ulr13] chose carbamazepine for their studies, e.g. 

[Sch11b, Sch13], on the use of hollow crystals as coating materials in pharmaceutical 

industry. By means of a solvent mediated phase transformation the generation of hollow 

carbamazepine dihydrate crystal needles was observed (Fig. 2.5c).  
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2.2.5 Theophylline 

Tubular crystals of theophylline monohydrate were prepared by Eddleston and Jones 

[Edd10] using evaporative crystallization form water. The crystals with an approximate 

rectangular cross section showed pore diameters between 2 and 10 µm (Fig. 2.6a). 

It was shown by Ulrich et al. [Ulr13] and Schuster [Sch13] that hollow needle-shaped 

crystals of theophylline monohydrate can be generated by means of solvent-mediated 

phase transformation as well (Fig. 2.6b, c). Therefore, theophylline anhydrate was 

suspended in water, heated up and cooled down again. The tubes could be filled with 

rhodamine 6G solution and its release was observed after breaking the crystal.  

 

Fig. 2.6: Hollow crystals of theophylline monohydrate a) Grown by means of evaporative crystallization from 
water (SEM image) [Edd10] and b, c) Prepared by solvent-mediated phase transformation (b: SEM image, c: 
OM image) [Ulr13]. 

2.3. Mechanism of cavity formation 

As mentioned above many studies where hollow crystals were generated used the 

mechanism of solvent-mediated phase transformation. But there are other mechanisms 

described in literature to form hollow crystals or those that contain cavities or inclusions. 

An overview over known mechanisms is given in this subchapter.  

2.3.1 Solvent-mediated phase transformation 

Prerequisite for the solvent-mediated or solvent-induced phase transition is that a 

substance exists in more than one solid phase, like polymorphs (appearance in different 

modifications) or solvates (incorporation of solvent into the crystal lattice) [Car85]. The 

basic principle of the phase transition is that one solid structure changes into another 

solid structure in order to minimize the free energy of the system. This can occur, on the 

one hand, in a complete transformation in a solid state when the molecules or atoms of 
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a metastable solid rearrange internally. On the other hand, there is a solvent involved 

which leads to the dissolution of the metastable form while the stable form can nucleate 

and grow independently from solution [Car85]. 

This secondly mentioned mechanism in context of tubular crystal growth named as 

solvent-induced phase transformation is described in details by Mallet et al. [Mal04]. In 

their study the formation of hollow whiskers of dexamethasone acetate (DMA) by means 

of a solvent exchange mechanism was investigated. DMA solvates of DMSO and DMF 

(incorporated solvents) were generated and these crystals were immersed into the 

antisolvent phase water at room temperature. After a few minutes a large number of 

whiskers (needle like crystals) could be observed on the surface of the initial crystal, 

especially at its corners, edges and defects. By means of XRPD analysis it was found 

that the whole initial solvate crystal of DMA was transformed to a huge number of 

needle shaped sesquihydrate crystals within a few minutes. The occurring mechanism 

was investigated by interrupting the transformation process after 30 s and analyzing the 

crystals by means of SEM. The observations led to the assumption that the 

transformation happens through an inward moving interface and can be described as 

destructive-reconstructive process and is illustrated in Fig. 2.7.  

 

Fig. 2.7: Mechanism of hollow whisker growth by means of solvent exchange as proposed by Mallet et al. 
[Mal04]. The ambient antisolvent leads to an increase of the internal pressure of the crystal, especially, close 
to defects, which results in the formation of droplets of the solute in the incorporated solvent. Due to the high 
pressure the dissolved material is pushed through the defects outwards and recrystallizes in contact with the 
antisolvent as tubular whiskers. 

Based on this model Mallet et al. [Mal04] developed an experimental setup in order to 

prove this hypothesis. A saturated solution of DMA in DMSO was injected by means of a 

syringe through a glass filter into water as antisolvent phase. This spray-in-antisolvent-

method revealed in a large number of hollow, needle shaped crystals and, thus, the 

proposed mechanism can be seen as proven.  
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There are more studies available where similar observations were made using other 

model substances. Especially, the transformation of SKGM to SKGA (Chapter 2.2.1) 

under the formation of needle shaped crystals is well described in literature [Nor99a, 

Bec01, Det10a, Det10b, Car12]. The numerous investigations of this model substance 

led to important results to help understanding this mechanism. Dette et al. [Det10a, 

Det10b] reported that the internal diameter of the needle crystals can be influenced by 

the type of antisolvent and its water amount (Fig. 2.8).  

 

Fig. 2.8: Dependence of the internal diameter of SKGA crystal needles on the water content in methanol 
[Det10b]. 

This approach was taken up by Wachsmuth et al. [Wac11] who could further decrease 

the needle dimensions (to 500 nm outer diameter) by using single crystals of SKGM for 

needle generation. This concept allowed further clarification of the nucleation of SKGA 

and confirmed the assumptions made by Mallet et al. [Mal04] that needle growth starts 

close to defects in crystal surfaces. Schuster et al. [Sch11b] and Schuster [Sch13] used 

a new technique to generate SKGA needles. Therefore, an aqueous solution of SKGM 

was dropped into dry methanol. This method led to an increased ratio of hollow needle-

shaped crystals while the induction time for the transition could be reduced significantly.  

One example where hollow crystals were investigated according to their potential for 

pharmaceutical uses is given by Paulino et al. [Pau13]. In this study an antisolvent-

method to produce hollow crystals of deflazacort monohydrate was used with the aim to 

improve the dissolution behavior of this poorly water-soluble drug. It was found that the 

generation of hollow crystal tubes (without stirring) led to a great acceleration of the 

dissolution rate compared to usually used methods for dissolution improvement, e.g. 
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micronization. Even though, a phase transformation is not mentioned explicitly the 

described observations are in good reliability with those made by Schuster in case of 

SKGM/SKGA (Chapter 2.2.1)or theophylline monohydrate (Chapter 2.2.5) [Sch13]. 

Further examples of both organic and inorganic substance that are described to form 

hollow needle-like structures by means of solvent-mediated phase transformation are 

summarized in Tab. 2.1.  

Tab. 2.1: Exemplary substances that are reported to form hollow whiskers by solvent-induced phase 
transformation. 

Organic substances  Inorganic Substances  

D-glucose anhydrate [Det09] Barium chloride anhydrate [Nor99b, Det09] 
Sodium acetate trihydrate [Sch11b, Ulr13, Sch13] Calcium chloride anhydrate [Det09] 
Theophylline monohydrate [Ulr13, Sch13] Copper sulfate anhydrate [Nor99b, Det09] 
Nitrofurantoin monohydrate [Wik08] Sodium sulfate anhydrate [Nor99b, Det09] 
Caffeine hydrate [Wik08]   

Carbamazepine dihydrate 
[Wik08, Sch11b, Ulr13, 
Sch13] 

  

2.3.2 Mass transport by means of sublimation and/or capillarity 

Such a chimney-like growth as described above (Fig. 2.7) cannot only be observed in 

case of solvent-mediated phase transformation. Martins et al. [Mar11] described for 

several compounds (glycine, salicylic acid, saccharin, barbital, phenobarbital, various 

hydantoin derivatives, succinic acid, caffeine, theophylline anhydrate, acetanilide and 

acetamide) comparable observations when the substances were heated on a Kofler 

bench. This led to the growth of crystal tubes from the heated material (powder or single 

crystals) upwards. The mechanism is described to be based on heat dissipation 

combined with matter transport caused by sublimation and/or capillarity effects. Thus, 

the material melts due to the induced heat and the convection leads to the transportation 

of the material upwards, which recrystallizes in a similar chimney-like mechanism. 

This study demonstrates that hollow crystal structures can be generated without the 

need of a phase transformation. Even substances without the affinity to form polymorphs 

or solvates, like salicylic acid, could be crystallized in a hollow, whisker-like shape. 

2.3.3 Formation of inclusions 

Inclusions are one kind of impurities that are incorporated into the lattice of the host 

crystal. Besides these three-dimensional or phase defects, which can be solid, liquid or 

gaseous, zero-, one- and two-dimensional surface defects exist as well [Zha99]. In the 
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context of 3D or macroscopic defects very often inclusions containing a liquid and a 

gaseous phase can be observed.  

The mechanism of cavity or inclusion formation is based on a fast growth of crystal 

faces [e.g. Den66, Wil77, Sai99, Mik05, Zha05, Edd10, Wal11a, Per13, Cao13, Bob15, 

Bob16a]. This can lead to the fast growth of the crystal edges while the growth in the 

center of the crystal face is inhibited due to a limited flux of material (Fig. 2.9a and b). 

This effect is continuing since the faster the crystal edges grow the deeper gets the 

occurring indent (Fig. 2.9c). The appearance of this type of crystal growth can be 

observed, e.g. in case of cooling crystallization with [Den66, Zha05] and without [Cao13] 

the presence of solvent as well as in evaporative crystallization [Nor06, Edd10]. The 

inhibition of the growth at the center of the crystal faces is discussed to be induced by a 

limited diffusion [Edd10, Cao13, Per13] which can be caused or intensified by the 

adsorption of foreign particles or even gas bubbles [Wal11a]. In serval studies it is 

discussed that a critical crystal size is necessary to observe the formation of inclusions 

[Den66, Wil77, Cao13, Bob16b]. 

 

Fig. 2.9: Illustrated inclusion formation modeled by Perry et al. [Per13] for the case study salicylic acid: a) 
Initial crystal growth; b) Initiation of inclusion formation due to limited diffusion and, thus, limited material 
flux; c) Continued growth with cavity; d) Closure of inclusion caused by partial dissolution of inner edges and 
material flux to crystal edges.  

In case of crystallization from solution it can be observed that the formed cavities close 

over and thus liquid inclusions that can be described as pockets of saturated solution 

[Zha05]. The reason for this phenomenon might be found in a decrease of growth rates 

by the end of the crystallization process [Den66, Bob16a]. Another explanation might be 

that due to equilibrium conditions the inner edges (inclusion edges) dissolve followed by 

diffusion toward the crystal edges where the material recrystallizes and, thus, the 

inclusion in closed [Per13] (Fig. 2.9d).  
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2.4. Influence of gases in the solution on crystallization and 

inclusion formation 

Usually the influence of dissolved gases is hardly part of interest for studies on 

crystallization. However, as mentioned above gases are discussed to play a role in case 

of inclusion formation and, thus, an overview over known effects of dissolved gases or 

gas bubbles on crystallization behavior will be summarized. 

The effect of gas bubbles on the nucleation was investigated, e.g. by Wohlgemuth et al. 

[Woh09, Woh10]. In their studies it could be shown that the surfaces of gas bubbles that 

were bubbled into a supersaturated solution could act as nucleation center and initiate a 

heterogeneous nucleation mechanism. 

Huang et al. [Hua16] investigated the effects of solutions saturated with single gases 

(air, oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide) or degas the solutions on the solubility, the 

MZW and the growth rates. As a result it was demonstrated that the dissolved gases 

can have a considerable influence on the solubility and the MZW of the used substances 

epsomite (MgSO47 H2O), diammonium phosphate, glycine and citric acid. In case of 

epsomite an effect of the dissolved gases on the growth rates was described as well. 

An effect of dissolved gases (hydrogen, helium, argon, nitrogen, oxygen, air, nitrous 

oxide and carbon dioxide) on the growth rates was reported by Waldschmidt et al. 

[Wal11a], too. In that study it could clearly be shown that oxygen-containing gases 

resulted in high growth rates for the model substance ciclopirox while the presence of 

oxygen-free gases or degassing the solution decelerated the crystal growth rates 

drastically. As a consequence the formation of liquid inclusions appeared to be distinctly 

more intense when solutions were saturated with oxygen-containing gases than in 

presence of oxygen-free gases. Furthermore, it is discussed that oxygen-containing 

gases might adsorb to the rough surfaces of the growing crystals and, thus, promote the 

inclusion formation additionally. The meaning of dissolved gases on the formation of 

inclusions was supported by proving the presence of the appropriate gases in the 

bubbles inside the liquid inclusions [Wal11b, Bob16a]. By means of Raman 

spectroscopy it could be shown that such bubbles contain not only gaseous solvent but 

even ambient gases, e.g. nitrogen. In case of crystals grown from solutions enriched 
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with single gases, e.g. oxygen or nitrogen, the specific gas was analyzed in remarkable 

high amounts in the occurring bubbles inside the inclusions.  
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3. Motivation 

Microencapsulation is a growing research field and due its wide range of potential 

applications, especially, in the field of foods and cosmetics, new technologies to extend 

the possibilities are of great interest. Such a new technology for microencapsulation 

might be found in the use of crystals that contain liquid inclusions which can be seen as 

kind of pocket. 

In literature a few case studies presenting filled container crystals using different 

materials can be found [Det10b, Sch10, Sch11b, Sch13, Ulr13]. The concept of using 

hollow crystals as encapsulation systems could successfully be proven by those results. 

The mechanism to prepare those container crystals was based on a solvent-mediated 

phase-transformation [Mal04, Jon06, Det07, Det10b, Wac11, Sch13].  

Considering, however, the use of crystalline encapsulation materials for industrial 

application there are still open questions that need to be answered. First of all, the 

encapsulation potential of such container crystals has not been evaluated, yet, and 

hardly any study quantified the amount of encapsulated substance. The hollow crystals 

made in the previous studies consist of metastable solvates whose stability, e.g. under 

storage conditions, was not considered. The applied methods to prepare these container 

crystals were based on laborious conditions in small lab scale, e.g. dropping solution 

into small quantities of antisolvent or positioning each crystal needle separately in the 

drying oven to seal the tips. Moreover, in these basic research studies no agitation was 

applied. Without doubt such a procedure is not feasible for industrial purposes. As a last 

important point which is not discussed in literature as intense as necessary is the 

applicability of container crystals in potential products with regard to the amount of 

container crystals that can be added to a product.  

The aim here is to answer the above mentioned questions and leave the field of pure 

basic research toward an application-oriented research that paves the way for the 

industrial production of crystalline encapsulation systems. Therefore, a model substance 

with a high affinity to form liquid inclusions, that is stable under storage conditions and 

that offers possible applications, preferably in the field of foods or cosmetics, will be 

chosen. Since most food and cosmetic products are based on water as solvent a low 
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water solubility of the model substance is preferred. In order to prepare a scale up from 

lab conditions to industrial conditions a stirred tank need to be used for the 

crystallization process. Another important step is to verify the application of inclusion 

containing crystals as encapsulation materials by quantifying the inclusion amounts, e.g. 

by means of optical microscopy, and the amount of encapsulated substance. 

Considering the later application in a product, the conditions that ensure the stability of 

the container crystals, e.g. against dissolution, need to be defined.  

The effect of dissolved gases on the crystallization behavior is another point in the focus 

of this work. Dissolved gases are described to affect the growth rates and inclusion 

formation [Wal11a] as well as the solubility [Hua16] and the nucleation [Woh09]. Since 

these aspects were investigated separately by different authors using different 

substance there is no case study that considers the effects of dissolved gases on 

solubility, MZW, growth and dissolution behavior for the same substance. Thus, it will be 

investigated here using again the chosen model substance as case study. 
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4. Materials and methods 

4.1. Materials 

4.1.1 Salicylic acid 

As model substance that fulfills the proposed claims (Chapter 3) 

salicylic acid (SA) was chosen because of its high affinity to form liquid 

inclusions and its low water solubility [Nor06]. The properties of this 

dermatological and cosmetic agent (Fig. 4.1) which is also known as 

ortho-hydroxybenzoic acid or 2-hydroxybenzencarboxylic acid (IUPAC) 

are summarized below. For this study SA (≥99%) purchased from Carl 

Roth (Germany) was used.  

4.1.1.1 Physical and crystal properties  

The physical properties of SA are summarized in Tab. 4.1. Solubility data of SA in 

several organic solvents and water are depicted in Fig. 4.2a.  

Tab. 4.1: Physical properties of SA.  

Property Value  

Appearance  White crystalline powder or as needlelike crystals [Kaw84, Ras92, Gfd07] 
Density  1.443 g cm

-3
 [CIR03, IFA16c] 

Melting point 159 °C [IFA16c] 
Sublimation 
temperature 

76 °C 
95-134 °C 

[IFA16c] 
[Jon60] 

pH 2.4 (saturated aqueous solution) [Ras92, IFA16c] 

Salicylic acid crystallizes usually as prismatic needles or rod shaped crystals [Bla01, 

Nor06, Hat12, Per13]. The crystals grow in a monoclinic space group which points to an 

intense anisotropic behavior of growing crystal faces [Prz15]. Investigations about 

growth and dissolution mechanisms of single crystal faces revealed that (001) face 

(Fig. 4.2b) grows and dissolves diffusion controlled and mass transport effects dominate 

at this face. Growth and dissolution of (110) and (1̄10) faces are characterized by both 

surface integration and diffusion controlled mechanisms and, thus, material transport 

happens much slower than in case of a purely diffusion controlled mechanism as in case 

of (001) face [Per13].  

OH

O OH

Fig. 4.1: Molecular 
structure of SA. 
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Fig. 4.2: a) Solubility of SA in acetone (), ethyl acetate (), methanol (), acetic acid (), acetonitrile () 
and water () [Nor06]. b) 3D-illustration of SA crystals with labeled faces [Per13]. 

Besides the above mentioned morphology which is usually observed and described in 

literature Xu et al. [Xu06] were able to generate SA crystallites with different 

morphologies. Therefore, SA crystals were prepared by means of a neutralization 

method in presence of additives referred to as organic modifiers (e.g. polyvinyl 

pyrrolidone, citric acid). Due to FT-IR measurements it could be proven that the 

additives had no effect on the chemical composition of the crystals. However, significant 

changes in the morphology from bar-like to leaf-like or chrysanthemum-like shapes were 

observed. 

4.1.1.2 Applications  

SA can be found naturally in willow leaves and has been used as analgesic since 

approximately 400 BC [Nor06, Ras92]. Nowadays, SA is mainly used as precursor for 

acetyl salicylic acid (Aspirin) production [Mon06], but it finds applications as active agent 

itself. In low concentrations (up to 0.5%) it is used as preservative for cosmetic products 

[Eur09]. As active agent for cosmetic skincare products SA concentrations of up to 2% 

can be applied, e.g. in antiacne, antidandruff as well as hair- and skin-conditioning 

treatment. Considering pharmacological or dermatological applications higher 

concentrations (>10%) of this keratolytic agent (removal of dead skin cells) can be used 

in the local treatment of psoriasis, eczema, neurodermatitis and the removal of corns, 

calluses and warts [CIR03, Leb99].  
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4.1.1.3 Toxicity 

In high concentrations dermal SA exposure causes skin irritations and skin peeling. 

However, the active effect of SA treatment is described to happed only in upper 

epidermis but not in the deeper layers, thus, neither the skin thickness nor its 

degeneration are affected adversely [CIR03]. Acute SA intoxication (salicylism) appears 

at blood concentrations of 45-65 mg% which can be reached by oral intake and 

manifests itself by dizziness, tinnitus, impaired hearing and headaches [Pas12]. Further 

detailed information about the properties, applications, metabolism and toxicity of SA 

and its derivatives can be found in [CIR03]. 

4.1.2 Further materials 

Beside SA further materials were applied which include solvents, foreign substances the 

container crystals were filled with and those that were of analytical purpose (Tab. 4.2). 

Moreover, deionized water was used. 

Tab. 4.2: Further materials that were used in this thesis 

 Substance Producer Purity 

Solvents Methanol Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe ≥99% 
 Ethanol Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe ≥99.8% 
Filling materials L(+)-Ascorbic acid Merck KgaA, Darmstadt ≥99.7% 
 Copper sulfate pentahydrate Riedel-de Haën AG, Seelze ≥99% 
Analytically 
used 
substances 

Iron(III)chloride hexahydrate Fluka Chemie AG, Neu Ulm 99.0-102% 
Iodine standard solution 
9910 Titrisol ® (0.05 mol L-1) 

Merck KgaA, Darmstadt - 

 Hydrochloric acid Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe 37% 
 Sodium thiocyanate Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe ≥98% 

4.2. Experimental Methods 

4.2.1 Saturation curve 

One possibility to determine the solubility curve of a substance is by determining its 

concentration in a saturated two phase (s, l) system at a defined temperature. In order to 

differentiate the solubility curves that were prepared using this method from those using 

another method (Chapter 4.2.2) the revealed curves will be termed as ‘saturation 

curves’. Therefore, solutions that were supersaturated at the aimed temperatures were 

prepared, filled into 2 mL plastic tubes and placed into a heating block (25-30 °C) or a 

centrifuge (5-20 °C) using 5 K temperature steps from 5-30 °C. After 10 min some seed 
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crystals were added and the tubes were kept at 

constant temperature. It was found that one hour was 

enough to reach a constant mass fraction of the 

solution. Thus, after one hour the supernatant solution 

was separated very carefully by means of a 1 mL 

Eppendorf pipette (Fig. 4.3) and filled into a 1.5 mL 

plastic tube. The mass fraction of this solution was 

measured by means of a refractometer (RE40 by 

Mettler-Toledo, Schwerzenbach, Switzerland) at 35 °C 

using an external calibration. At each temperature six samples were prepared and 

measured [Sei17].  

4.2.2 Solubility and MZW 

The use of an ultrasound (US) based method as described in literature, e.g. [Oma99, 

Hel12, Hua1], offers the possibility to measure the solubility line and the nucleation 

curve and, thus, to determine the metastable zone width (MZW). This method is based 

on measuring the time a transmitted signal needs to pass a defined distance through the 

solution (Fig. 4.4b). The revealed US velocity of the solution can be understood as 

temperature dependent substance property since it depends on the adiabatic 

compressibility and the density of the liquid only [Oma99].  

 

Fig. 4.4: a) Schematically drawn US setup as used to determine solubility and nucleation lines as well as 
growth and dissolution rates; b) Measure principle of the US probe is based on determining the time a signal 
transmitted through the solution takes until it is received after a defined distance [Oma99]. 

The experimental setup consisted of a double jacked vessel that was temperature 

controlled by means of a thermostat and on top of a stirring plate. The ultrasonic probe 

Fig. 4.3: Experimental procedure to 
determine the saturation curve. 
Solution with crystals was kept at 
constant temperature until solution 
concentration became constant. 
Solution was removed carefully and its 
mass fraction was measured by means 
of refractometer. 
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(LiquiSonic, Sensotech, Magdeburg, Germany) was positioned in the medium as can be 

seen in Fig. 4.4a. To determine nucleation and solubility point of a solution with a known 

mass fraction a temperature cycle (cooling and heating step) was run. In this study mass 

fractions from 32-42% SA in MeOH and heating/cooling rates of 2, 5, 10 and 15 K h-1 

were used. 

4.2.3 Growth rate 

The growth rates were measured by means of a desupersaturation method. This 

method is based on measuring the decrease of the supersaturation which is represented 

by the decrease of the solution’s concentration during crystal growth [Oma99, Tav79]. 

 

Fig. 4.5: a) Progression of US velocity-time and temperature-time plots in dependence on experimental 
procedure. b) Mass fraction-time plot as provided from US velocity-time plot and US velocity-mass fraction 
calibration, initial (w0) and final mass (w*) fraction can be read from the curve. 

The growth rate of SA in MeOH was investigated using the US setup in Fig. 4.4a. 

Growth rates were measured under isothermal conditions at both 10 and 30 °C. 200 mL 

of a filtered solution that was slightly supersaturated at the aimed temperature was kept 

5 K above the aimed temperature for 30 min to ensure a homogenous solution without 

any crystals. Then, the solution was cooled down to the aimed temperature in 30 min 

and kept at this temperature for further 45 min to reach stable values for both 

temperature and US velocity (Fig. 4.5b, section 1). When this condition was reached for 

at least 20 min 0.500±0.001 g seed crystals of the sieve fraction 80-100 µm were added 

to the solution (Fig. 4.5a). One hour after the seed crystals were added, the stirrer was 

switched off to allow the grown crystals to settle (Fig. 4.5a). 
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Since there is a temperature dependent but linear relation between concentration and 

US velocity [Oma99] a US velocity-mass fraction calibration at 10 and 30 °C could be 

performed. Due to this calibration the US velocity-time curve (Fig. 4.5a) could be 

converted to a mass fraction-time curve (Fig. 4.5b) where the initial (w0, section 1) and 

final (w*, section 3) mass fraction of SA in the solution can be read directly from the 

diagram.  

 

Fig. 4.6: Evaluation of growth rate experiments: a) Convert US velocity to concentration profile which 
provides initial and final mass fractions as well as their difference (Δw); b) The moment of seed addition is set 
to zero to fit the w-t-curve. 

It should be pointed out that the US velocity reflects both the liquid and the solid phase 

of a suspension. In the liquid phase the US velocity depends on density and adiabatic 

compressibility and, thus, on concentration and temperature. In the presence of solid 

particles suspension density and particle size additionally affect the US velocity [Say02]. 

For that reason only in sections 1 and 3 (Fig. 4.5b) were no crystals disturb the 

measurement the curve can be interpreted according to the mass fraction of the 

solution. In section 2 where the actual crystal growth happens, the US signal is spread 

by the suspended crystals which is evidenced by the obviously higher fluctuations. 

However, the growth rates can be determined from this curve section in which 

exponential and linear curve character overlap. Under the condition of setting the 

moment of seeding to zero the curve can be fit according to Eq. 4.1 as illustrated in 

Fig. 4.6. This fit provides the time constant (p2) of the growth and thus, the growth rate 

can be calculated as described in Eq. 4.2. This procedure will be discussed in details in 

Chapter 5.1.3. 
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 4.2 

In order to clarify what happens in the suspension of growing crystals where solution 

and suspension effects overlap a 3D-ORM probe (APAS 14, by Sequip S&E GmbH, 

Germany) was added to the setup. This 3-dimensional optical reflectance measurement 

technique allows an inline measurement of the particle size distribution [Hel12, Mos14, 

Mos15].  

4.2.4 Dissolution rate 

The US device (Fig. 4.4) was used to determine dissolution rates. Undersaturated 

solutions were kept at 10 or 30 °C, 10 g crystals (160-200 µm) were added and the time 

until crystals were dissolved completely was determined. 

The mass fraction increase that happens during crystal dissolution should theoretical be 

shaped as shown in Fig. 4.7a. Based on this curve the dissolution rates could be 

determined by means of a time constant similarly as described above. Such an 

evaluation would provide the dissolution rates in the commonly used unit m s-1. 

However, the US method provides ‘dissolution curves’ as depicted in Fig. 4.7b. When 

crystals are added the US velocity first decreases, then increases sharply and finally 

decreases again until it reaches a constant value. This progression can be explained by 

the overlapping effects of a suddenly increased suspension density and its decrease 

during crystal dissolution. For that reason no time constant could be determined in case 

of dissolution. Alternatively, the overall time of crystal dissolution (Δt) was determined 

from the graph. By means of the initial (w0) and final (w*) mass fractions that were 

calculated from the US velocity (Fig. 4.7c) and the overall dissolution duration the 

dissolution rates will be expressed by the change of mass fraction over time plotted 

against saturation degree of the solution.  

      
 

 
          4.1 
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Fig. 4.7: a) Theoretically expected dissolution curve with increasing mass fraction over time; b) US velocity-

time plot as revealed during crystal dissolution; c) Mass fraction plotted over time, initial (w0) and final (w*) 
mass fractions as well as dissolution time (Δt) are marked. 

4.2.5 Degassing 

As described in Chapter 2.4 dissolved gases can affect the crystallization in different 

ways, e.g. promote nucleation [Woh09, Woh10] or dramatically reduce growth rates 

[Wal11a]. In order to investigate a possible effect of dissolved gases on crystallization of 

SA saturation curve, solubility, MZW as well as growth and dissolution rates were 

determined for both air saturated and degassed solutions. 

Solutions were degassed using the degasser DE01 (by M2-Automation, Berlin, 

Germany) which contains a gas permeable membrane tube in a vacuum cell with 

defined pressure of 300 mbar (Fig. 4.8). When the prepared solution is pumped slowly 

(1 mL min-1) through this tube the dissolved gases are removed from the solution. 

 

Fig. 4.8: Scheme of degassing unit. Gases are removed from the initial solution by means of vacuum 
(300 mbar) through a gas permeable membrane. 

The mechanism of solvent degassing is based on Henry’s law which describes the 

directly proportional relation between the partial pressure of the gas and its soluble 

amount in the liquid [Hen03]. Thus, if the ambient pressure of the liquid is reduced the 

gas amount is reduced by the same ratio. Exemplarily, the solubility for oxygen and 

nitrogen for 1 bar and 0.3 bar ambient pressure are noted in Tab. 4.3. All experiments 

concerning saturation curve, solubility, MZW, growth and dissolution rates were run 
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using both degassed and non-degassed solutions. Since changes in ambient pressure 

would affect the thermodynamics of the system all experiments were run under normal 

pressure. 

Tab. 4.3: Solubility data for oxygen and nitrogen in MeOH expressed as Ostwald coefficient (Vgas/VMeOH). 
Based on literature data for saturation solubility [Kre46] the amount of oxygen and nitrogen that remains in 
solution after degassing at 300 mbar was calculated. 

Temperature 
 

Oxygen Nitrogen 

Saturation 
solubility [Kre46] 

Amount after 
degassing 

Saturation 
solubility [Kre46] 

Amount after 
degassing 

[°C] [-] [-] [-] [-] 

-25 0.243 0.072 0.144 0.042 
0 0.245 0.072 0.153 0.045 
25 0.248 0.073 0.165 0.049 
50 0.255 0.076 0.177 0.052 

4.2.6 Determination of SA solubility in EtOH-water-mixtures 

One aim of this thesis is to define the solvent composition which enables the presence 

of SA crystal containers in a potential product without their dissolution. Therefore, the 

solubility of SA in solvent mixtures which can be seen as miscibility gab in a ternary 

system needs to be investigated. Exemplarily, the SA solubility in EtOH-water-mixtures 

will be focused on. The used experimental setup consisted of six 30 mL double jacketed 

vessels with screw caps and stirring bars inside. The vessels were positioned on top of 

a multipoint magnetic stirring plate and connected to a thermostat. In order to determine 

the solubility curve of SA in the solvent mixtures solutions of SA in ethanol (different 

concentrations) were prepared and kept at 20 °C (Fig. 4.9). Then water was added until 

crystals appeared. After waiting for 30 min to ensure complete crystal growth the initial 

solution was dropped very slowly into the turbid solution until the crystals just dissolved. 

At this point samples were taken to analyze the solutions’ compositions at the solubility 

points. For the solubility determination in pure water and pure EtOH saturated solutions 

were prepared and kept at 20 °C. The amounts of water and SA were determined as 

described below. 
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Fig. 4.9: Setup for determination of solubility of SA in ethanol-water mixtures [Sei16]. 

The water content was measured by means of Karl-Fischer titration (V 30 Volumetric KF 

Titrator, Mettler Toledo AG Analytical, Schwerzenbach, Switzerland). SA was quantified 

as iron(III)-complex using a spectrophotometric method. Therefore, 1.0 mL of a 

hydrochloric 0.8 M iron(III)chloride solution was mixed with 0.5 mL ethanol and 50 µL of 

the sample solution. The absorption of the resulting brown solution was measured at a 

wavelength of 531 nm (Specord 40 spectrophotometer by Analytik Jena, Jena, 

Germany). For quantification an external calibration was used [Sei16]. 

Due to the assumption of Eq. 4.3 the amount of the third component ethanol could be 

calculated from the determined SA and water amounts using Eq. 4.4. 

4.2.7 Microscopic observations of SA crystals growing during antisolvent 

crystallization 

In order to investigate the crystal growth of SA crystals in situ during antisolvent 

crystallization a small petri dish (diameter 1 cm) was filled with 300 µL distilled water and 

approx. 70 µL of 8% ethanolic SA solution were injected into the water (Fig. 4.10a). The 

solution was covered in order to avoid nucleation on the surface of the solution. Crystal 

growth was observed by means of optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse LV100 with CCD 

camera) and pictures were taken each 5 s (Fig. 4.10b, c). 

                   4.3 

                   4.4 
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Fig. 4.10: Experimental setup for microscopic observations of SA crystal growth by means of an antisolvent 
method; a) Sample preparation; b) Microscopic pictures were taken each 5 s; c) Pictures of SA crystal during 
growth. 

This method allows determining the growth rates of single crystals in situ during 

antisolvent crystallization by measuring the change of crystal size over time as 

presented by Bobo et al. [Bob15].  

4.2.8 Investigations of experimental parameters on crystal and inclusion 

sizes 

Two inquiries were performed in order to investigate the influencing parameters on 

crystal and inclusion sizes in case of SA using an antisolvent crystallization method with 

water as antisolvent and methanol (first enquiry) or ethanol (second enquiry) as 

solvents. Besides the used solvents some different parameters were investigated in both 

enquiries.  

4.2.8.1 General crystallization procedure 

Crystals were generated by injecting the antisolvent water into the stirred solution by 

means of a dosage device. The experimental setup is depicted schematically in 

Fig. 4.11.  

 

Fig. 4.11: Experimental setup for generation of SA crystal needles by means of antisolvent crystallization. 

The prepared crystals were filtered and dried, first at a vacuum oven at 40 °C and about 

700 mbar for 24 h, then uncovered at room temperature until complete drying. For all 

device 
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experiments in general the same procedure of crystal preparation was used. The 

variation of the parameters will be described in Chapters 4.2.8.3 and 4.2.8.4. 

4.2.8.2 Quantification of crystal and inclusion sizes by means of OM 

The prepared and dried crystals were measured using an optical microscope (Keyence 

VHX-500FD), as illustrated in Fig. 4.12, in length and width of the total crystals as well 

as length and width of the inclusions. Intense microscopic investigations showed that SA 

crystals own a nearly quadratic base and the inclusions are formed like round channels. 

According to the assumption that all crystals respectively inclusions reflect these 

observations the data were used to calculate the volume of the total crystals and the 

inclusions. In case of crystals containing more than one inclusion up to three inclusions 

were measured and their sum was taken into account for further evaluations.  

 

Fig. 4.12: a) Microscopic image of prepared SA container crystals; b) measurement of length and width of the 
total crystal; c) Measurement of length and width of the inclusion.  

4.2.8.3 First enquiry on the effects of experimental parameters on crystal and 

inclusion sizes 

In this first enquiry [Sei15] on the experimental parameters that might influence the 

inclusion formation methanol was chosen as solvent. Three steps were performed in 

order to identify parameters that might be of interest for inclusion formation (first step) 

and two further steps to investigate the parameters of interest in more details. 

For this first enquiry an experimental design method was applied by means of the 

software Statistica (by StatSoft Inc.). Based on this method the experiments for all three 

steps were designed and, as far as possible, evaluated. 
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Step 1: Parameter screening 

The first step was a screening step where a high number of parameters was 

investigated in order to find the most important ones and to ensure that e.g. sample size 

or the use of a colorant have no influence. In Tab. 4.4 the investigated parameters and 

the used values are summarized.  

After this first step some parameters were kept constant. Those were the solution 

temperature which was fixed at 35 °C and the solution-water-ratio where a value of 1:4 

was used for following experiments. Moreover, neither solution nor water was colored 

after this first step. 

Tab. 4.4: Variable conditions of experimental design in first step of parameter identification. Additionally 
(parameter abbreviations) as well as [units] are given. 

Parameter   Low value High value 

Mass fraction solution (w) [%] 8 25 
Stirring rate  (SR) [rpm] 250 600 
Injection rate  (IR) [mL min

-1
] 5 20 

Temperature of SA solution (TS) [°C] 10 35 
Temperature of antisolvent  (TAS) [°C] 10 35 
Gas content of SA solution  (gasS) [-] Degassed (-) Non-degassed (+) 
Gas content of SA antisolvent  (gasAS) [-] Degassed (-) Non-degassed (+) 
Volume of SA solution  (VS) [mL] 10 40 
Ratio SA solution: water  (S/AS) [-] 1:2 1:6 
Colorant in SA solution  (colS) [-] No (-) Yes (+) 
Colorant in antisolvent (colAS) [-] No (-) Yes (+) 

Step 2: Influence of mass fraction, injection rate and solution volume 

At the second step three different values of w, IR and VS (Tab. 4.5) were chosen to 

investigate in more details how they affect the generation of liquid inclusions in SA 

crystals. The other parameters SR=250 rpm and TS=10 °C were kept constant for all 

experiments and neither solution nor antisolvent degassing was performed.  

Tab. 4.5: Variable parameters as performed in step 2.  

 

Parameter Sample No. 

 2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-6 2-7 2-8 2-9 

w [w-%] 8 8 8 14,5 14,5 14,5 25 25 25 
IR [mL min

-1
] 4 12 20 4 12 20 4 12 20 

Vs [mL] 30 70 50 70 50 30 50 30 70 
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Step 3: Influence of stirring rate, solution temperature and gas content of solution 

and antisolvent 

At the third step the influence of gas content in solution and water as well as the solution 

temperature and the stirring speed on crystal and inclusion sizes were focused on 

(Tab. 4.6). w=8%, IR=16 mL min-1 and VS=50 mL were kept constant. 

Tab. 4.6: Variable parameters as performed in step 3. 

4.2.8.4 Second enquiry on the effects of experimental parameters on crystal and 

inclusion sizes 

The effects of experimental parameters were investigated in a second enquiry using 

ethanolic SA solution and water as antisolvent. The same setup as depicted in Fig. 4.11 

was chosen. In these experiments only single parameters were varied, contrary to the 

experiments of the first enquiry were an experimental design was applied. 

Effect of mass fraction and stirring rate 

The effects of solution mass fraction w and stirring rate SR were repeatedly investigated 

in the second enquiry in order to verify the effect of these two parameters which are 

described in literature to be of high interest for crystal and inclusion sizes, e.g. [Den66, 

Zha05, Kim09]. 

The crystallization was performed at 20 °C and the antisolvent was injected into the 

solution with IR=15 mL min-1. Of both w (4%, 8%, 15%) and SR (0 rpm, 100 rpm, 

350 rpm) each three different values were used which results in nine experiments that 

were performed. For all experiments 70 mL SA solution were used. The amount of 

antisolvent was generally set to 200 mL. However, in case of w=4% this antisolvent 

amount was too low to reach nucleation, thus, for these experiments 300 mL antisolvent 

were used. 

Parameter Sample No. 

 3-1 3-2 3-3 3-4 3-5 3-6 3-7 3-8 

SR [rpm] 250 600 600 250 600 250 250 600 
TS [°C] 10 10 10 10 35 35 35 35 
GasS - - + + - - + + 
GasAS - + - + - + - + 
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Effect of seeding 

The effect of seeding on crystal and inclusion sizes was investigated for three different w 

(4%, 8%, 15%) as well. General conditions were same as described above (20 °C, 

70 mL solution, IR=15 mL min-1, antisolvent amount of 200 or 300 mL depending on w). 

SR=350 rpm was applied. Seed crystals (0.5 g, sieve fraction 200-240 µm) were added 

after 90 mL water was injected into the solution. 

Effect of injection direction 

As one parameter that is hardly investigated in case of antisolvent crystallization the 

effect of the injection direction was investigated as last parameter of this second 

enquiry. Contrary to all previously described experiments the injection direction was 

changed from the injection of antisolvent into the solution (AS>S) to injecting the solution 

into the antisolvent (S>AS). This parameter was investigated for w=8% and w=15% and 

each at temperatures of 10, 20 and 35 °C. VS=70 mL, IR=15 mL min-1 and the amount of 

water (200 mL) were kept constant as described above. 

4.2.9 Filling of SA container crystals 

The final aim of this study is to prepare container crystals which can be filled with 

another substance (‘foreign substance’). The filling procedure was applied by adding the 

foreign substance to the antisolvent. During crystal growth and inclusion formation the 

solution containing the foreign substance will be enclosed inside the crystals’ inclusions. 

Two test foreign substances were chosen in order to prove the filling of container 

crystals qualitatively and quantitatively. 

4.2.9.1 Copper sulfate 

As first test substance which offers the possibility of a solid qualification copper sulfate 

was chosen. The crystallization was performed by injecting 80 mL of an 8% SA solution 

with 20 mL min-1 into 200 mL antisolvent which contained 5% of copper sulfate 

pentahydrate. Both liquids were kept at 10 °C and the batch was stirred with 200 rpm. 

The prepared crystals were filtered and rinsed until the light blue color of the copper 

sulfate disappeared. The dried crystals were dissolved in pure EtOH and the copper 

ions were identified qualitatively. Therefore a spatula tip of potassium ferricyanide is 
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added to the solution. As first positive result a brown precipitation appears which is 

separated by means of centrifugation. This separated brown precipitation can be 

dissolved in a few mL of concentrated ammonia solution which results in a blue 

ammonia-copper complex. The blue color of the solution represents a second positive 

result of copper present in dissolved container crystals [Ger01].  

4.2.9.2 Ascorbic acid 

The second foreign substance that was chosen for encapsulation experiments was 

ascorbic acid. This substance is highly UV-sensitive and, thus, needs protection which 

could be provided by encapsulation inside SA container crystals [Kir91]. The 

crystallization procedure was same as described above using 5% aqueous ascorbic acid 

solution as antisolvent. The rinsed and dried crystals (8 g) were dissolved in an EtOH-

water-mixture (85:50, v:v) in order to get 38 g solution. This solution was cooled on ice 

in order to improve the equivalence point and after adding a few drops of sulfuric acid 

the solution was titrated using a 0.005 M iodine standard solution until the solution color 

changed from colorless to yellow [Yos01]. 

4.3. Calculations 

4.3.1 Hansen Solubility Parameters (HSP) 

The HSP model is described in details by Hansen [Han00, Han07]. It is based on the 

use of three solubility parameters δ which are generally defined as seen in Eq. 4.5 

where E [J] represents the liquid cohesion energy which is divided by the molar volume 

Vm [cm³ mol-1].  

       ⁄    
 4.5 

By means of three parameters (δD, δP, δH) describing dispersion interactions (D), dipole 

interactions (P) and hydrogen bonding interactions (H) the molecule properties are 

described simply and comprehensively. To determine the solubility of one component in 

another Eq. 4.6 can be used, where Ra [MPa1/2] can be understood as the distance of 

the HSP of both components in a 3D-diagram. The lower the Ra value the higher is the 

similarity between the molecules and, thus, the better is the solubility.  
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  4.6 

In case of mixed solvents Eq. 4.7 is used to determine the HSP (δD, δP, δH) of the 

mixture. In this equation δi1,2 represent the respective HSP and φ1,2 stands for the 

volume fraction of the pure components in the mixture. These values will be used in 

Eq. 4.6 as solvent parameters. 

                         4.7 

For this work the HSP for oxygen, nitrogen and SA are of interest and for these 

substances literature data based on calculations and estimations according to group 

similarities are provided by [Han00, Han07] (Tab. 4.7). In this study the HSP model will 

be used to predict the solubility behavior of the substances in dependency on the 

solvent composition. Since the determination of Ra (Eq. 4.6) is not able to provide 

quantitative solubility data the relation between Ra and the mole fraction (x) of the 

substances has to be defined. This will be reached by determining the HSP for oxygen, 

nitrogen and SA as described below. 

Tab. 4.7: HSP for SA, oxygen and nitrogen as provided by [Han00, Han07]. These parameters are based on 
calculations and estimations based on substance similarities. 

 HSP-SA/[Han07] HSP-Ox/[Han00] HSP-Ni/[Han00] 

δD 19.4 17.7 11.9 
δP 10.1 0.0 0.0 
δH 17.4 0.0 0.0 

4.3.1.1 Determination of HSP 

A detailed description about the determination of HSP from experimental solubility data 

is described by Sato et al. [Sat14] who determined the HSP for oxygen (HSP-Ox) based 

on an experimental study.  

The HSP were determined by defining a relation between Ra and the mole fraction 

solubility by means of an equation system. This was solved under the condition that the 

correlation coefficient R (Eq. 4.8) reaches the maximum value. The values for δD, δP, 

and δH for the solvents as well as the mole fraction solubility values were taken from 

literature. 

To calculate the HSP Eq. 4.6 was used to determine Ra using literature data for the 

solvent HSP and as initial value for oxygen HSP [Han00]. As condition to determine the 

values for δD,Ox, δP,Ox, δH,Ox the correlation coefficient R (Eq. 4.8) between the 
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logarithmic mole fraction solubility of oxygen and Ra was determined. The revealed 

equation system was solved by determining HSP-Ox in order to get the maximum value 

for correlation coefficient. 
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4.3.1.2 Determination of HSP for SA in pure solvents (HSP-SA/ps) 

In order to determine the HSP for SA in pure solvents (HSP-SA/ps) the above described 

procedure was done using literature data for the solubility of SA in several solvents 

which are summarized in Tab. 4.8. 

Tab. 4.8: Solubility data of SA in several pure solvents at 25 °C and the HSP of these solvents from [Han00]. 

Solvent  xSA logxSA δD,solvent δP,solvent δH,solvent  

Methanol 0.128 -0.893 14.7 12.3 22.3 

[Nor06] 

Acetonitrile 0.029 -1.531 15.3 18 6.1 

Acetic acid 0.055 -1.260 14.5 8 13.5 

Acetone 0.179 -0.747 15.5 10.4 7 

Water 0.0002 -3.607 15.5 16 42.3 

Ethyl acetate 0.136 -0.867 15.8 5.3 7.2 

Ethanol 0.139 -0.858 15.8 8.8 19.4 

[Lim13] 

1-Propanol 0.143 -0.845 16.0 6.8 17.4 

1-Butanol 0.148 -0.829 16.0 5.7 15.8 

1-Pentanol 0.155 -0.810 15.9 5.9 13.9 

1-Hexanol 0.158 -0.800 15.9 5.8 12.5 

1-Heptanol 0.160 -0.795 15.9 4.5 13.9 

Water 0.0002 -3.523 15.5 16 42.3 

[Sha08] Ethanol 0.139 -0.858 15.8 8.8 19.4 

Ethyl acetate 0.138 -0.860 15.8 5.3 7.2 

Water 0.0002 -3.699 15.5 16 42.3 

[Pen06] 
Ethanol 0.140 -0.855 15.8 8.8 19.4 

Ethyl acetate 0.114 -0.945 15.8 5.3 7.2 

Dioxane 0.312 -0.506 19.0 1.8 7.4 

Water 0.000 -3.523 15.5 16 42.3 

[Mat09] 

Methanol  0.122 -0.913 14.7 12.3 22.3 

Ethanol 0.145 -0.839 15.8 8.8 19.4 

Ethyl acetate 0.138 -0.859 15.8 5.3 7.2 

1.4-Dioxane 0.261 -0.583 19.0 1.8 7.4 
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This table contains the HSP of the pure solvents [Han00], too. The equation system was 

solved by means of MS Excel Solver-function. Due to this procedure the HSP-SA/ps as 

well as the logxSA-Ra-relation were calculated. 

4.3.1.3 Determination of HSP for SA in EtOH-water-mixtures (HSP-SA/ew) 

The HSP of SA in EtOH-water-mixtures (HSP-SA/ew) were determined as described 

above for HSP-SA/ps but instead of literature data for SA solubility in different solvents 

the data for SA solubility in EtOH-water-mixtures provided by Matsuda et al. [Mat09] 

were used (Tab. 4.9). 

Tab. 4.9: Mole fraction solubility of SA in different EtOH-water-mixtures as published by [Mat09]. 

xH2O xEtOH xSA xH2O xEtOH xSA 

1 0 0.0003 0.6335 0.3665 0.0449 

0.9671 0.0329 0.0004 0.5841 0.4159 0.0541 

0.9269 0.0731 0.0007 0.5226 0.4774 0.0666 

0.8821 0.1179 0.002 0.4513 0.5487 0.0781 

0.8293 0.1707 0.0063 0.3686 0.6314 0.0981 

0.7652 0.2348 0.0161 0.2596 0.7404 0.1178 

0.7266 0.2734 0.026 0.1543 0.8457 0.1295 

0.7101 0.2899 0.0294 0.145 0.855 0.145 

0.6817 0.3183 0.0342 0 1 0.145 

4.3.1.4 Determination of nitrogen HSP (HSP-Ni) 

The same procedure was repeated for nitrogen under the conditions that polar molecule 

interactions are neglected (δP=0) and that hydrogen bonding interactions are not more 

influential than dispersion interactions (δH≤δD). Used literature data can be found in 

Tab. 4.10.  
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Tab. 4.10: Solubility data for nitrogen in pure solvents 25 °C and solvent HSP [Han00]. 

4.3.1.5 Estimation of oxygen and nitrogen solubility in dependence on SA mole 

fraction by means of Hansen Solubility Parameters (HSP) 

The solubility of oxygen and nitrogen in dependence on the SA mole fraction was 

estimated by calculating Ra as defined in Eq. 4.6. As solvent parameters the mixing 

parameters of MeOH (from literature) and SA (calculated) as described in Eq. 4.7 were 

used under the assumption that SA-MeOH-solutions behave like solvent mixtures.  

In case of estimating the oxygen solubility HSP and logx-Ra-relation as described by 

Sato et al. [Sat14] were used (Eq. 4.9). The prediction of nitrogen solubility was based 

on calculated HSP-Ni and logx-Ra-relation.  

When Sato et al. [Sat14] investigated the solubility of oxygen in numerous organic 

solvents and determined HSP-Ox they described the relation between the mole fraction 

solubility of oxygen in the solvents and the Ra value as seen in Eq. 4.9. Due to this 

relation the oxygen amount in a solvent or solvent mixture can be calculated if Ra is 

known.  

      
                     4.9 

All solubility estimations refer to a temperature of 25 °C and 1 bar ambient pressure.  

  

Solvent  xSA logxSA δD,solvent δP,solvent δH,solvent  

Water 1.37E-05 -4.862 15.5 16 42.3 

[Tok75] 

Methanol 2.54E-04 -3.595 14.7 12.3 22.3 

Ethanol 4.07E-04 -3.391 15.8 8.8 19.4 

1-Propanol 4.33E-04 -3.363 16 6.8 17.4 

2-Propanol 4.82E-04 -3.317 15.8 6.1 16.4 

Ethanol 3.99E-04 -3.399 15.8 8.8 19.4 

[Kre46] 

Methanol 2.99E-04 -3.524 14.7 12.3 22.3 

2-Propanol 5.23E-04 -3.281 15.8 6.1 16.4 

n-Butanol 5.03E-04 -3.298 16 5.7 15.8 

Acetone 5.92E-04 -3.228 15.5 10.4 7 
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5. Results 

5.1. Crystallization behavior of SA depending on the presence of 

dissolved gases 

5.1.1 Saturation curve 

The determined data points of saturation curves for SA in MeOH for both degassed and 

non-degassed solutions overlay perfectly as can be seen in Fig. 5.1a. In order to 

compare measured saturation curves with literature data those are completed in 

Fig. 5.1b. Experimental values are tabulated in Tab. 12.1.  

 

Fig. 5.1: a) Saturation curves of SA in MeOH in degassed () and non-degassed solutions (); b) The 
measured data are complemented by literature data () published by [Nor06]. 

5.1.2 Solubility and MZW 

Solubility and MZW were determined by means of US technique. The received results 

are depicted in Fig. 5.2. As can be seen for all heating rates (2, 5, 10 and 15 K h-1) in 

case of the used model system SA in MeOH no effect of degassing on the solubility 

curve can be observed. Considering the nucleation curves degassing can affect a 

significant decrease of nucleation points at low temperatures (Fig. 5.2a and c) but this 

cannot always be observed clearly (Fig. 5.2b and d). Summarizing, no general effect of 

degassing on solubility curve could be found. Considering the MZW a tendency of 
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slightly enlarged MZW at lower temperatures can be observed if solutions were 

degassed. The measured values can be found in Tabs. 12.2-12.5. 

 

Fig. 5.2: Results of solubility and MZW measurements by means of US method for heating rates of a) 2  K h
-1

; 
b) 5  K h

-1
; c); 10  K h

-1
 and d) 15 K h

-1
. The mean values as well as the 95% confidence interval of the curves 

are depicted. 

5.1.3 Growth rate 

The results of growth rate measurements of degassed and non-degassed samples at 

both 10 and 30 °C by means of US setup are illustrated Fig. 5.3, the appropriate values 

are tabulated in Tabs. 12.6 and 12.7. The measured growth rates indicate that dissolved 

gases or their reduction do not influence the growth of SA crystals in MeOH. 
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Fig. 5.3: Growth rates measured at a) 10 °C and b) 30 °C for degassed and non-degassed solutions. 

The results of the ORM measurements which were performed in order to clarify the 

progression of the US curve during growth (section 2 in Fig. 4.5b) are illustrated in 

Fig. 5.4. There the ‘desupersaturation curve’ of the US velocity is completed by D10 and 

D90 values from crystal size distribution measurements as well as the counted number 

of crystals (RawCnt) received from ORM. Due to the needle like shape of the SA 

crystals D10 and D90 values were depicted instead of D50 distribution. 

 

Fig. 5.4: Progression of US velocity during crystal growth (section 2 in Fig. 4.5b) are completed by number of 
crystals (RawCounts), D10 crystal length and D90 crystal length measured by ORM.  

It can be seen that in the beginning the US signal decreases due to the change in 

solution density and parallel to that the crystals sizes (D10 and D90) increase. This 

supports the assumption that in the beginning of the desupersaturation the crystal 

growth takes place in length. This type of growth can be described by an exponential 

curve. Further, it can be seen that the number of determined crystals increases while the 
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crystal sizes decrease more and more which indicates the breakage of the crystals 

and/or the growth in number of crystals, e.g. due to high secondary nucleation [Bla01]. 

This effect is accompanied by a linearly increasing signal of US velocity which can be 

constituted by an increase in suspension density. Due to the overlap of the exponential 

character of growth in length and the linear character of growth in number of crystals the 

curve was fitted as described in Chapter 4.2.3. 

Due to the dependence of the measurement on the used system, e.g. its refractive 

index, as well as the exact position of the probe and the flow behavior of the crystals this 

technique is more appropriate for comparative purposes than accurate crystal size 

measurements. In case of needle-shaped particles the measured crystal sizes are 

subject to intense fluctuations due to the particles’ orientation to the focal point [Mos14]. 

For these two reasons this technique cannot provide reliable results for the particle sizes 

of needle-shaped SA crystals and, thus, it was only used for qualitative but not 

quantitative analysis of crystal growth rates in solution. However, the ORM technique is 

a useful tool to clarify the progression of the US-signal profile during crystal growth.  

5.1.4 Dissolution rate 

The dissolution rate was investigated at 10 and 30 °C as well. At 30 °C a shift indicating 

that SA crystals might dissolve slightly faster in degassed solution compared to non-

degassed solution can be seen (Fig. 5.5b, Tabs. 12.8 and 12.9). If the temperature is 

decreased to 10 °C this shift is even more obvious and a clear difference between 

degassed and non-degassed samples can be seen (Fig. 5.5a). The data points for 

degassed solutions are approx. in the same range for 10 °C and 30 °C but in case of 

non-degassed solutions the dissolution is slower at 10 °C than at 30 °C. Since this T-

effect can only be observed in presence of dissolved gases in the solution those gases 

are assumed to inhibit the dissolution. 
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Fig. 5.5: Dissolution rates of SA in MeOH at a) 10 °C and b) 30 °C plotted against saturation degree. 

5.1.5 Determination of HSP for SA and nitrogen in pure solvents 

The HSP for SA (HSP-SA/ps) and nitrogen (HSP-Ni/ps) in pure solvents were 

determined in order to predict the solubility of dissolved gases, exemplarily oxygen and 

nitrogen, depending on the SA mole fraction. This information might help to explain the 

observed effect of degassing on the dissolution rate (Chapter 5.1.4). 

The results from the determination of HSP-SA/ps and HSP-Ni/ps as well as their logx-

Ra-relation can be found in Tab. 5.1.  

Tab. 5.1: Results for HSP determination and logx-Ra-relation for SA and nitrogen. 

 HSP-SA/ps HSP-Ni/ps 

δD 22.8 7.0 
δP 11.9 0.0 
δH 12.5 7.0 

                            5.1                            5.2 

5.1.6 Estimation of gas solubility in dependence on SA mole fraction 

The oxygen solubility in dependence on SA amount in methanolic solution was predicted 

using HSP from literature (HSP-SA/[Han07]) and HSP determined in this work (HSP-

SA/ps). As depicted in Fig. 5.6 the mole fraction solubility of oxygen for both HSP-SA 

values is decreasing with increasing SA mole fraction. In case of HSP-SA/ps the 

solubility decreases more steeply than in case of the literature HSP (HSP-SA/[Han07]).  
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The differences in curve progression are not 

disagreeing with the HSP model. Hansen et al. 

[Han07] pointed out particularly that differences 

between modeled and experimental data can occur. 

These can be explained by the different methods to 

provide the HSP. Hansen et al. [Han07] calculated 

HSP for a wide range of organic compounds based 

on group contribution methods or similarities to 

related compounds. Contrary to that, in this study 

the determination of HSP-SA/ps was based on 

solubility data from literature. This  method provided 

additionally to the HSP (δD, δP, δH) the x-Ra-relation which allows quantification of mole 

fraction solubility of SA if Ra is known. For that reason the HSP determined in this work 

are used for further solubility predictions. 

The results for solubility estimations for oxygen and nitrogen in SA-MeOH solutions in 

dependence on the SA mole fraction are depicted in Fig. 5.7. Since there is no perfect 

miscibility between SA and MeOH the mole fractions of SA in saturated solutions as 10 

and 30 °C are highlighted in Fig. 5.7b.  

 

Fig. 5.7: Mole fraction solubility of oxygen and nitrogen in SA-MeOH solutions, depending on SA 
concentration; a) Whole range; b) Saturation mole fraction of SA in MeOH at 10 and 30 °C are highlighted. 

It can be seen clearly in Fig. 5.7 that the solubility of both oxygen and nitrogen decrease 

with increasing amount of SA in solution. If the predicted solubility data of oxygen and 

Fig.5.6: Dependency of oxygen solubilty 
in methanolic SA solutions on the SA 
mole fraction based on HSP-SA/[Han07] 
(Δ) and HSP-SA-ps (). 
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nitrogen in pure MeOH are compared to literature data (Tab. 5.2) it is found that the 

calculated data are in quite good agreement with the literature data. Thus, this method is 

rated to provide reliable estimations for the solubility of oxygen and nitrogen in 

methanolic SA solutions.  

Tab. 5.2: Mole fraction solubilitiy for oxygen and nitrogen at 25 °C in pure methanol. Literature and calculated 
values. 

  Mole fraction solubility in pure MeOH at 25 °C [-] 
  Oxygen Nitrogen 

Literature data [Tok75] 4.5010
-4

 2.5410
-4 

 [Kre46] 4.5210
-4

 2.9910
-4

 
Calculated value  2.9210

-4
 2.2110

-4
 

5.2. Solubility of SA in solvent mixtures  

In order to investigate the possibility of using SA container crystals as encapsulation 

systems for cosmetic or dermatological products their stability in such products has to 

be determined. In case of crystalline materials this means that the surrounding liquid has 

to be saturated with the same material to avoid the dissolution of the container crystals. 

Since SA crystals are used in the present study as encapsulation systems the SA 

solubility in dependence on the solvent composition was investigated. To reach this, the 

solubility of SA in EtOH-water-mixtures was determined experimentally and depicted in 

a ternary diagram. Moreover, a solubility prediction model based on literature data was 

developed which allows estimating the SA solubility in different solvent compositions. 

5.2.1 Solubility of SA in EtOH-water-mixtures  

The solubility of SA in EtOH-water-mixtures that was measured in this study is illustrated 

in Fig. 5.8 as ternary diagram while the measured values can be found in Tab. 12.10. 

The data points in this diagram represent the solubility curve of SA in EtOH-water-

mixtures. In the area below this curve the solvent mixture is saturated with SA. Above 

this curve SA is undersaturated in the solvent phase and SA (container) crystals will 

dissolve. 
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Fig. 5.8: a) Ternary phase diagram of SA in EtOH and water, measured at 20 °C; b) Increased section 
illustrates SA solubility in mass fraction range below 15% SA and 50% EtOH. 

It should be mentioned that crystalline container materials are only stable in a saturated 

medium. As discussed in Chapter 4.1.1 the allowed upper amount of SA are 2% in 

cosmetic skincare products. Considering this amount the solvent compositions which 

enable minimum SA solubility should be chosen in order to reach the highest possible 

amount of container crystals for encapsulation. 

5.2.2 Comparison between measured and literature data 

The solubility of SA in EtOH-water-mixtures is described in literature by Matsuda et al. 

[Mat09]. These data as well as the data measured in this thesis are depicted in Fig. 5.9 

where the SA mole fraction solubility (xSA) is plotted against the mole fraction of EtOH in 

water (xEtOH). 
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Fig. 5.9: Molefraction solubility of SA in EtOH-water-mixtures. Measured data (at 20 °C) are compared to 
literature data by Matsuda et al. (at 25 °C) [Mat09]; a) Full data range; b) Range of measured data is increased. 

To determine the SA solubility in the binary solvent mixture Matsuda et al. [Mat09] first 

prepared the solvent mixtures and then added an excess amount of SA. After 24 h at 

25 °C the SA concentration of the supernatant solutions was measured by means of 

HPLC. For each data point the average value of three measurements was used. 

The solubility data measured in this study were generated by adding SA-EtOH-solution 

to water until crystals appeared. Afterwards the initial solution was dropped slowly into 

the ternary mixture until the crystals just dissolved. Due to this procedure it was not 

possible to get solubility data for EtOH mass fractions of <0.3 and >0.6. That’s why the 

data points for pure water and pure EtOH were determined as saturation concentrations. 

For all samples SA and water contents were determined analytically and based on these 

values the EtOH content was calculated. Each data point represents one measurement. 

Both the experimental procedure and the inaccuracies of the analytical methods as well 

as the calculation of the EtOH amounts led to the variation of the data points. Moreover, 

it has to be pointed out that for this study the solubility of SA was determined at 20 °C. 

This explains the slight shift of SA solubility to lower values than the literature data which 

were measured at 25 °C. Nevertheless, a well acceptable accordance between 

measured and literature data was reached. 
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5.2.3 Model development for SA solubility in solvent-water-mixtures 

For the development of a model to predict the solubility of SA in different solvent 

compositions the HSP-model was used. As described earlier the HSP for SA in pure 

solvents (HSP-SA/ps) were determined. These HSP values were used for solubility 

predictions of SA in EtOH-water-mixtures. The calculated results as well as the 

measured data can be seen in Fig. 5.10.  

 

Fig. 5.10: Predicted mole fraction solubility of SA in EtOH-water-mixtures based on HSP-SA/ps; a) Full data 
range; b) Range of measured data is increased.  

Only at low EtOH amounts (<0.2) the used model leads to acceptable results but with 

increasing EtOH content the prediction fits much less to the measured data. For that 

reason the determination of HSP-SA was repeated by using solubility data for SA in 

EtOH-water-mixtures (HSP-SA/ew) as published by Matsuda et al. [Mat09]. The 

calculated parameters for HSP-SA/ew are noted in Tab. 5.3. When HSP-SA/ew were 

determined it was found that a square root relationship resulted in much better 

correlation for the quantification equation than a logarithmic one as used in case of  

HSP-SA/ps.  
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Tab. 5.3: HSP for SA determined based on solubility in pure solvents and in EtOH-water-mixtures. 

 HSP-SA/ps HSP-SA/ew 

δD 22.8 15.8 
δP 11.9 16.7 
δH 12.5 40.7 

                            (5.3) √                            (5.4) 

In Fig. 5.11 the experimental data by [Mat09] as well as the values that were predicted 

using HSP-SA/ew including the associated xSA-Ra-relation (Eq. 5.4) are illustrated. A very 

good agreement between literature data and predicted values is reached. 

 

Fig. 5.11: Predicted data for HSP-SA/ew show good accordance to the literature data [Mat09]; a) Full data 
range; b) Range of measured data is increased. 

The comparison between measured data and the values predicted on HSP-SA/ew and 

HSP-SA/ps are depicted in Fig. 5.12. There, it can be seen that the predictions based on 

HSP-SA/ew fit better to the measured results than the values predicted on HSP-SA/ps. 

At EtOH mass fractions around 0.2 the determined SA solubility data are between the 

predicted values of both models.  
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Fig. 5.12: Solubility predictions for SA in EtOH-water-mixtures using HSP-SA/ew. Measured data and 
predictions from HSP-SA/ps are depicted for comparison; a) Full data range; b) Range of measured data is 
increased. 

5.2.4 Verification of the HSP solubility prediction model  

The developed solubility prediction model is verified in order to determine the model 

accuracy in case of solvent-water-mixtures where another solvent than EtOH was used. 

Since Matsuda et al. [Mat09] provided SA solubility data for MeOH-water-mixtures, too, 

this system is used for verification and the accuracy of the prediction can be assessed. 

The results of the solubility prediction for MeOH-water-mixtures based on HSP-SA/ew 

and HSP-SA/ps are illustrated in Fig. 5.13.  

In this example, where MeOH is used as second solvent component, literature data and 

predicted data show quite good correlation at MeOH amounts up to a mole fraction of 

0.2. In this range the predictions based on HSP-SA/ps and HSP-SA/ew lead to similar 

results. If the MeOH amount increases further the predicted values reflect the measured 

values less and less accurate the higher the MeOH content gets. Comparing the 

accuracy of the two used models it can be seen that predictions based on HSP-SA/ew fit 

better than those based on HSP-SA/ps. However, due to the good accordance between 

measured and predicted data at low MeOH and SA amounts the used model is 

assessed to lead to acceptable results. Considering the in general better fit of 

predictions based on HSP-SA/ew compared to those based on HSP-SA/ps further 

predictions that include solvent-water-mixtures are based on HSP-SA/ew. 
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Fig. 5.13: Literature [Mat09] and predicted data for SA solubility in MeOH-water-mixtures; a) Full data range; 
b) Range of measured data is increased. 

5.2.5 Solubility predictions by means of HSP 

The reason for the development of the previously described solubility prediction model is 

to predict the SA solubility in other solvents, especially, solvent mixtures with a high 

amount of water without the need of available solubility data from literature. This should 

allow estimating the stability of SA container crystals in potential products in 

dependence on the used solvent composition. Since a wide range of skincare products 

are based on water as solvent the predictions are focused on water containing solvent 

mixtures. 

As solvents which are widely used in skincare products iso-propanol and glycerol were 

chosen exemplarily [Fin05]. The predicted solubility data for SA in the solvent-water-

mixtures are illustrated as both mole fraction and mass fraction solubility as can be seen 

in Fig. 5.14 for i-propanol-water mixtures and in Fig. 5.15 for glycerol-water-mixtures. 

In Fig. 5.14b it can be seen well that in case of i-propanol-water-mixtures up to a mass 

fraction of 0.2 (20%) i-propanol can be used without changing the solubility of SA in the 

solvent mixture significantly. Thus, i-propanol can be used in products in moderate 

amounts without the risk of decreasing the available amounts of container crystals. 
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Fig. 5.14: Predicted solubility for SA in water-iso-propanol. a) Mole fraction solubility; b) Mass fraction 
solubility. 

In case of glycerol-water-mixtures (Fig. 5.15) a glycerol mass fraction of 0.1 can be used 

without a change of SA solubility in the mixture.  

 

Fig. 5.15: Predicted solubility for SA in water-glycerol-mixtures. a) Mole fraction solubility; b) Mass fraction 
solubility. 

It can be summarized that in general SA container crystals can tolerate the presence of 

organic solvents in moderate amounts. For practical applications experimental 

verifications of the predicted results should be performed. 

5.3. Investigations on inclusion containing crystals 

It is one important aim of this study is to prepare container crystals. Therefore, it is 

important to investigate the mechanisms of their formation and how to manipulate the 
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experimental parameters in order to reach maximum amounts of inclusion volume which 

will allow estimating the encapsulation potential. 

5.3.1 Single crystal growth observed from antisolvent crystallization 

As described Chapter 2.3 in context of cavity or inclusion formation several kinds and 

mechanisms to explain this phenomenon are reported in literature. In order to clarify the 

mechanism that takes place in this particular case where SA is crystallized in an 

antisolvent process the growth of single crystals was observed under the microscope. 

The results of these investigations will be given for two exemplary cases. 

5.3.1.1 Slow growing crystal 

As a first example a slowly growing crystal is chosen. The growth rate in length of the 

exemplary crystal is depicted in Fig. 5.16a. The images taken of this crystal over time 

can be seen in Fig. 5.16b-e. In the beginning of the measurement (t=0) the crystal 

growth was about 1.710-7 m s-1
 and decreased distinctly. As can be seen in Fig. 5.16b-e 

the observed crystal has some tiny defects but no macroscopic inclusions were formed.  

 

Fig. 5.16: a) Growth rates of (001) crystal face over time for the crystal that is depcited in b-e) Over time.  

5.3.1.2 Fast growing crystal 

In the second example a fast growing crystal was chosen. The growth rate of its (001) 

face is plotted over time (Fig. 5.17a). It should be pointed out that t=0 represents the 

moment the crystal was in focus of the microscope and the measurement could be 

started. In Fig. 5.17b the appropriate crystal is shown. As can be seen in the growth 

rate-time-graph (Fig. 5.17a) the growth rate of the observed face is characterized by 
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distinct fluctuations. The points of particular high and low growth rates are marked by 

arrows which are linked to the arrows in Fig. 5.17b. Considering the first sudden but 

distinct increase in the growth rate (arrow 1) it could be observed that at this point a flat 

bottom was formed (Fig. 5.17b, arrow 1). Thereafter, a decrease in growth rate can be 

observed (Fig. 5.17a, arrow 2) which leads to the reduction of the inclusion’s width 

(Fig. 5.17b, arrow 2). This phenomenon can be observed for several further times.  

 

Fig. 5.17: a) Face growth rate of crystal shown in b) Sections of growth fluctuation are reflected in the 
thickness of the observed inclusion. 

5.3.1.3 Closure of inclusions 

Besides the importance of the face growth rate on the formation of inclusions the sealing 

of the inclusions is a further issue in inclusion formation and was observed. This 

‘healing’ process was observed in case of a crystal that contains symmetrical funnel-

shaped inclusions (Fig. 5.18). Since the crystal was discovered too late the growth rates 

during the formation of this type of inclusions could not be determined. As illustrated in 

Fig. 5.18 the complete ‘healing’ of the open inclusions happens quite fast (78 s). Due to 

the inaccuracies of the measurement the growth rate during this step could not be 

quantified. However, the observations show that such a closure of inclusions takes only 

a few minutes for SA crystals.  
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Fig. 5.18: SA crystal containing two funnel-shaped inclusions. a) Since the inclusions already were formed 
when the measurement could be started b) Only the closure of the inclusions could be observed. 

The method that was applied for the microscopic investigations of crystal growth during 

static antisolvent crystallization offers the possibility to observe the growth of single 

crystals. In some cases growth rates of single faces could be determined and compared 

to the appearance of the growing crystal. The results of these experiments show that a 

relation between growth rate fluctuations and inclusion formation or shaping can be 

observed. Moreover, it could be shown that by means of this static antisolvent method 

inclusions of different shapes can be formed.  

5.3.2 Shapes of inclusions 

The intense microscopic investigations performed using the crystals prepared during the 

first enquiry on the effects of experimental parameters on crystal and inclusion sizes led 

to interesting results according to the shape of the formed inclusions. In the crystals 

from stirred antisolvent crystallization processes the formation of different types of 

shapes of inclusions was exposed as illustrated schematically and shown by 

microscopic images in Tab. 5.4.  
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Tab. 5.4: An overview of the observed inclusion shapes is presented by schematically illustrations and 
microscopic images. 
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It occurs that some crystals contain different types of inclusions (Fig. 5.19) and a smooth 

transition between different types can be observed. As can be seen in Fig. 5.19a where 

the crystal contains a small spherical inclusion (type 1) and a larger one that could be 

interpreted as funnel-like (type 4) or a channel-like inclusion with increasing diameter 

(type 5). 

 

Fig. 5.19: One crystal can even contain inclusions of different types. 

For the current enquiries only the sizes of crystals and inclusions were of interest and, 

thus, no statistical recording was carried out about the frequency of the occurrence of 

the different types of inclusions. According to the observations type 1 appeared slightly 

more often than the types 2, 4 and 5, while the channel like inclusions (type 3) were 

hardly observed.  

5.3.3 First enquiry on the effects of experimental parameters on crystal 

and inclusion sizes 

In this first enquiry the effects of experimental parameters on SA container crystals 

grown from antisolvent crystallization were investigated. This first enquiry consisted of 

three steps were the experimental parameters which might affect the crystal and 

inclusion sizes first were identified and, secondly, the effects of single parameters were 

determined in more details. For the antisolvent crystallization the antisolvent water was 

injected into a methanolic SA solution.  

5.3.3.1 1. Step: Parameter screening 

Due to the high number of investigated parameters and the partially bad crystal shapes 

as well as the high agglomeration degree of many samples it was not possible to get 

meaningful data for crystal and inclusion dimensions from microscopic investigations 

(see Fig. 5.20). Thus, the evaluation of the experimental results by means of Statistica 
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could not be applied and the decision about further parameter investigations need to be 

based on the OM images. Due to those results the parameters solution mass fraction 

(w), injection rate (IR), solution volume (VS), solution temperature (TS), stirring rate (SR) 

and gas content in both water and solution were chosen as parameters that needed to 

be investigated in more details. 

 

Fig. 5.20: Exemplary results of the first, parameter screening step of this enquiry are shown: a) Sample 1-11; 
b) Sample 1-15; c) Sample 1-16. 

Even though, no effect of the colorant could be observed for further experiments only 

uncolored solutions were used. The ratio between solution and antisolvent neither had 

an observable effect. To ensure possibly high yields and reduce experimental time a 

solution-antisolvent ratio of 1:4 was chosen for further experiments. 

Based on the results of this first step the experimental parameters for steps 2 and 3 

were chosen as described in Chapter 4.2.8. The aim of this enquiry is to identify the 

parameters which are of interest for the formation of liquid inclusions and to adjust the 

experimental procedure in order to reach maximum inclusion amounts in the crystals. 

5.3.3.2 2. Step: Influence of solution mass fraction, injection rate and solution 

volume 

In the second step the parameters mass fraction (w), injection rate (IR) and solution 

volume (VS) were varied in order to identify their influences on the generation of 

container crystals that own maximum possible inclusion amounts.  

In this step the revealed container crystals were much better defined and showed in 

general much less agglomeration. This allowed applying Statistica for the evaluation of 

the experiments. It was found that the solution volume had negligible effects on the 

amount of inclusions inside the crystals. Thus, the effects of w and IR will be focused on. 
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For a better visualization the experimental parameters are according to w and IR for 

each sample summarized in Fig. 5.21a. Moreover, the median crystal and inclusion 

sizes are illustrated based on the measured results. For easier illustration all inclusions 

are depicted as type 1 inclusion although different inclusion shapes were observed as 

described in more details in Chapter 5.3.2.  

 

Fig. 5.21: a) For each sample of this second step the applied w and IR are summarized. The schematically 
illustrated crystals are based on the median values for crystal and inclusion sizes. The illustration allows 
comparing inclusion and crystal ratios between samples. b) Schematic legend of boxplots as used to 
describe the results. 

As can be seen in Fig. 5.21a the crystals prepared by the antisolvent method under 

varying w and IR show some fluctuations in the median crystal dimensions. Particularly 

noticeable are the increased crystal sizes that were received at low IR (4 mL min-1) 

compared to those at medium (12 mL min-1) or high (20 mL min-1) IR. 

More detailed results according to crystal length and volume as well as relative inclusion 

amount (RIA) and absolute inclusion volume (AIV) per crystal are depicted in Figs. 5.23 

and 5.24. To illustrate the results box-whisker diagrams (boxplot) were chosen. Symbol 

definitions can be found in Fig. 5.21b.  
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Fig. 5.22: Prepared crystals show low agglomeration degree and a high particle size distribution; a) Sample  
2-6; b) Sample2-9; c) Sample 3-2. 

As can be seen in Fig. 5.23 there are variations in the crystal dimensions in both length 

and volume. These variations are based on the very inhomogeneous samples 

(Fig. 5.22) and makes the data evaluation more complicated. However, as already 

mentioned above crystals prepared at low IR (Samples 2-1, 2-4 and 2-7) are distinctly 

larger compared to crystals prepared at medium and high IR.  

 

Fig. 5.23: Measured data for a) Crystal length [µm] and b) Crystal volume [µm³] in dependence on w and IR 
(second step). 

In Fig. 5.24 the inclusion sizes are depicted as RIA per crystal (Fig. 5.24a) and AIV per 

crystal (Fig. 5.24b). These two diagrams offer the possibility to get general conclusions 

about the crystal-inclusion ratios. Considering the RIA (Fig. 5.24a) it can be seen that 

the parameters that were investigated in this enquiry (VS, w and IR) hardly affected the 

crystal-inclusion ratio in a considerable way. 
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Fig. 5.24: Illustration of a) Relative inclusion amount (RIA) [%] and b) Absolute inclusion volume (AIV) [µm³] in 
dependence on w and IR (second step). 

It might be expected that larger crystals contain larger inclusions. Exemplarily, Sample  

2-1 which owns the largest crystal volumes and Sample 2-2 with the smallest crystal 

dimensions (Fig. 5.23b) will be considered according to its RIA (Fig. 5.24a) and AIV 

(Fig. 5.24b). As can easily be seen in Fig. 5.24b, the large crystals of sample 2-1 contain 

large AIV and the small crystals of Sample 2-2 contain quite small AIV. However, as 

illustrated in Fig. 5.24a the RIA of Sample 2-1 are smaller than the RIA of Sample 2-2 

which had smaller crystals and smaller absolute inclusion volumes. Considering these 

two examples it can be concluded that the RIA of crystals does not depend on the 

crystal dimensions. 

To sum up the results of this second step on the effects of VS, w and IR on the crystal 

and inclusion sizes it can be said that on the one hand low IR (4 mL min-1) result in the 

growth of larger crystals than at medium (12 mL min-1) or high (20 mL min-1) IR. Based 

on the results it can, further, be concluded that there is no direct effect of crystal size on 

RIA. 

5.3.3.3 3. Step: Influence of temperature, gas content and stirring rate 

In the third step of the first enquiry the effects of solution temperature (TS), gas content 

in both solution and antisolvent as well as the stirring rate (SR) were investigated. The 

results are illustrated as schematic crystal needles (Fig. 5.25) representing the median 

dimensions of the measured crystals of the samples. The orientation of the schematic 

crystals symbolizes the stirring rate as defined in Fig. 5.25a for samples 3-4 and 3-2. 
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Fig. 5.25: Experimental conditions and median crystal and inclusion sizes of the third step for a) 10 °C and b) 
35 °C solution temperature (TS). The orientation of depicted crystals represents the stirring rate (SR) which is 
defined exemplarily for Samples 3-4 (250 rpm: ) and 3-2 (600 rpm: ).  

On the first view it can be seen that crystals grown at TS =35 °C are in general thicker 

than the ones grown at 10 °C while the crystal lengths remain almost constant. These 

observations can be seen in Fig. 5.26 as well.  

 

Fig. 5.26: Measured data for a) Crystal length [µm] and b) Crystal volume [µm³] in dependence on solution 
temperature, degassing and stirring rate (step 3). The experimental conditions for each samples are given in 
Fig. 5.25. 

Further, it can be seen in Fig. 5.26b that Samples 3-5 and 3-8 which were prepared at 

35 °C under SR of 600 rpm had larger crystal volumes than those of samples 3-6 and  

3-7 (250 rpm). At 10 °C (Samples 3-1 to 3-4) no effect of SR on the crystal size could be 

found.  
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Fig. 5.27: Illustration of a) Relative inclusion amount (RIA) [%] and b) Absolute inclusion volume (AIV) [µm³] in 
dependence on temperature (TS), degassing and stirring rate (third step). 

Fig. 5.27a shows that at TS=10 °C (Samples 3-1 to 3-4) the RIA were unaffected by SR 

or degassing. The highest RIA of this step can be found at Sample 3-5 which was 

prepared at TS=35 °C and SR=600 rpm using degassed solution and antisolvent. 

Sample 3-6 where a SR=250 rpm and degassed solution were applied the RIA was 

slightly smaller. Due to the experimental design it cannot be ensured if degassing or SR 

is the significant parameter to affect the RIA. 

5.3.3.4 General results of the first enquiry 

In this first enquiry it was possible to improve the quality of the generated crystals 

according to shape and agglomeration degree. Moreover, the IR could be identified as 

important parameter to manipulate the crystal lengths. Above an IR of 12 mL min-1 

median crystal sizes of about 100 µm are reached. The widths of the crystals were 

shown to be affected by TS.  

The RIA were found to be hardly affected by the experimental parameters investigated 

in this enquiry and the median RIA ranged for all samples between 1 and 2%. Due to the 

pursued application of such inclusion containing crystals for agent encapsulation the 

inclusion amount of crystals should be further increased. 

5.3.4 Second enquiry on the effects of experimental parameters on crystal 

and inclusion sizes 

In the second enquiry the solvent was changed from MeOH to EtOH which is not toxic 

and, thus, more suitable to be used in the production of compounds for skincare 

products. Moreover, the multivariate experimental design was replaced by the 
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investigations of the single parameters stirring rate (SR) and the application of seeding 

which were performed at different w of SA in ethanolic solution. As third parameter of 

this second enquiry it was investigated which effect the direction of solution/antisolvent-

injection has on the generation of crystalline container systems regarding crystal and 

inclusion sizes. 

5.3.4.1 Effect of stirring rate in dependence on mass fraction 

The effect of SR was already investigated in Chapter 5.3.3.3. Since the results of that 

investigation were inconsistent with the observations described in literature, e.g. [Den66, 

Zha05, Kim09], it might be possible that the other parameters that were investigated in 

the same designed experimental step could overlay the effect of the SR on the crystal 

and inclusion sizes. In order to clarify this issue the effect 

of the SR was investigated for different w. The results are 

schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.28 and depicted in more 

detail in Figs. 5.29 and 5.30. Additionally to the samples 

run at 100 and 350 rpm crystals were generated under 

unstirred conditions, too. Those crystals from static 

conditions grew to long needles and reached lengths of 

more than 3 cm. However, it was not possible to handle 

these crystals in order to get representative and evaluable 

results since they broke in each step they were moved, 

e.g. transfer from beaker to frit or from frit to petri dish. 

Furthermore, if some crystals could be positioned under 

the microscope without breaking those crystals were too 

long to measure within one operational window which was 

limited at lowest magnification (100x) to be 3500 µm.  

As can be clearly seen in Figs. 5.28 and 5.29 the crystals that were generated at a 

SR=100 rpm were, depending on w, larger than the crystals prepared at SR=350 rpm. 

Considering w it can be noted that if the used solution contained 4 or 8% SA the effect 

of SR was more distinct than at w=15%. Furthermore, it can be seen that the crystal 

sizes are for both 100 rpm and 350 rpm increasing with increasing w. This observation is 

in good agreement with the results described in Chapter 5.3.3.2. 

Fig. 5.28: Schematic illustration of 
inclusion containing crystals 
reflect the median dimensions of 
all crystals measured in each 
sample show the effects of stirring 
rate (SR) at different mass 
fractions (w) of SA in EtOH. 
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Fig. 5.29: Measured values for crystal sizes in a) Length and b) Volume plotted against the mass fraction (w) 
of the SA solution for stirring rates (SR) of 100 rpm (white boxes) and 350 rpm (gray boxes).  

In Fig. 5.30 it can be seen that the AIV (Fig. 5.30b) of samples stirred at 350 rpm are 

smaller than those of crystals prepared at 100 rpm. Considering the RIA (Fig. 5.30a) 

hardly any significant effect of SR can be identified.  

 

Fig. 5.30: a) Relative (RIA) and b) Absolute (AIV) inclusion amounts of crystals in dependence on mass 
fraction (w) of the used SA solution (x-axis) and the stirring rate (SR; white boxes: 100 rpm; gray boxes: 
350 rpm). 

The observed effects of SR on crystal and inclusion dimensions at the applied 

antisolvent crystallization can be summarized as follows: On the one hand, an increase 

in SR resulted in the generation of smaller crystals (Fig. 5.29a). On the other hand, the 

RIA remained quite unaffected by the variation of SR at w=4% and 15% (Fig. 5.30a). 

However, at w=8% a lower SR (100 rpm) rate resulted in enlarged RIA compared to 

higher SR (350 rpm). 

5.3.4.2 Effect of seeding 
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As another important and widely used practice in 

crystallization the effect of seeding on the present issue 

was investigated. Three different w were applied. 

At w=4% and w=8% the addition of seed crystals had only 

a negligible effect on the crystal sizes as can be seen in 

Figs. 5.31 and 5.32. Considering crystals prepared at 

w=15% a general increase in crystal dimensions 

compared to crystals prepared with SA solutions of lower 

w can be observed. Furthermore, when w=15% was used 

seeding revealed in a reduction of crystal dimensions.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.32: Crystal dimensions expressed in a) Length and b) Volume in dependence on the performance of 
seeding (white boxes: No seeding; gray boxes: Seeding) plotted against SA mass fraction (w) of the solution. 

If the effect of seeding on the inclusion amounts is taken into account it can be observed 

that, at w=4 and 8% seeding did not result the reduction of RIA (Fig. 5.33). However, the 

application of seeding even led to a slight enlargement of RIA. When the antisolvent was 

added to a solution of w=15% the inclusion dimensions were decreased by the addition 

of seed crystals. 

Fig. 5.31: Schematic illustration of 
median crystal and inclusion 
dimensions in dependence on the 
performance of seeding for 
different SA mass fractions (w) of 
the ethanolic solution. 
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Fig. 5.33: Measured values for a) Relative and b) Absolute inclusion amounts depending the performance of 
seeding (white boxes: No seeding; gray boxes: Seeding) plotted against SA mass fraction of the solution. 

To sum up the effect of the performance of seeding in this antisolvent process it can be 

noted that at w=4 and 8% of SA in ethanolic solution seeding had only low influence on 

crystal sizes. The inclusion sizes were slightly enlarged by the application of seed 

crystals. In case of w=15% both the crystal and inclusion dimensions were reduced by 

the addition of seeds compared to unseeded samples.  

5.3.4.3 Effect of injection direction 

As final experimental parameter that 

was investigated according to its 

influence on the generation of 

container crystals the direction of the 

solution/antisolvent-injection was 

investigated. Since all previous 

experiments were run by injecting the 

antisolvent water into the SA solution 

(AS>S) in this experimental step the 

solution was injected into the water 

(S>AS). The effect of the injection 

direction was investigated at 10, 20 

and 35 °C each for w=8% and 

w=15%. The median crystal and 

inclusion sizes of the samples are 

illustrated schematically in Fig 5.34. Detailed results for the experiments using w=8% 

Fig. 5.34: Illustration of median crystal and inclusion 
dimensions depending on the direction of injection (water 
injected into SA solution ‘AS>S’: White boxes; SA solution 
injected into water ‘S>AS’: Gray boxes) at different 
temperatures and for solution mass fractions (w) of 8 and 15% 
SA in EtOH.  
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are shown in Figs. 5.35 and 5.36. Results for w=15% can be found in details in  

Figs. 5.37 and 5.38. 

The presentation of the results of these experiments will be structured by the solution 

mass fraction. First, the results using w=8% and secondly those of w=15% will be 

presented.  

Solution mass fraction of 8% 

First the effects of the injection direction on the crystal and inclusion sizes at w=8% will 

be focused on. As can be seen in Figs. 5.34 and 5.35a the crystal lengths are quite 

uniform for all six samples of this group. However, the crystal widths are varying with 

temperature and depending on the injection direction (Fig. 5.35b). When water was 

injected into the solution (AS>S) the crystal volumes and, thus, the widths are increasing 

with temperature. Contrary to that, the change of the injection direction (S>AS) results in 

a reversed effect on crystal volumes. At 10 °C the largest crystal volumes can be 

observed and with increasing the temperature to 20 °C the crystals get smaller. A further 

temperature increase to 35 °C, however, has no significant effect. 

 

Fig. 5.35: Crystal dimensions in a) Length and b) Volume depending on the direction of injection (white 
boxes: Water injected into solution ‘AS>S’; gray boxes: Solution injected into water ‘S>AS’) plotted against 
the temperature of antisolvent crystallization using solution mass fraction w=8%.  

The effect of injection direction on RIA (Fig. 5.36a) and AIV (Fig. 5.36b) are depicted 

below. If the water is added to the solution (AS>S) the RIA is decreasing with increasing 

temperature. If the solution is injected into the water (S>AS) RIA are increasing with a 

temperature increase from 10 °C to 20 °C. At both temperatures RIA are distinctly larger 

than in case of reversed injection direction (AS>S). At 35 °C no effect of the injection 

direction on the RIAs can be observed. 
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Fig. 5.36: a) Relative and b) Absolute inclusion amounts of crystal prepared by injecting water into the 
solution (white boxes) or solution into the water (gray boxes) plotted against the crystallization temperature 
of the antisolvent crystallization using a solution mass fraction of 8%. 

In summary, the results show that in case of w=8% the injection of the solution into the 

antisolvent water (S>AS) at 10 and 20 °C RIA could be increased from 2% to about 4% 

while crystal dimension remained almost constant compared to the previously used 

injection direction (AS>S). 

Solution mass fraction of 15% 

Figs. 5.34 and 5.37 show that in case of w=15% crystals prepared by injecting the SA 

solution into water (S>AS) are in general smaller and their sizes are less affected by the 

temperature than crystals prepared using the reverse injection direction (AS>S).  

 

Fig. 5.37: Crystal dimensions in a) Length and b) Volume in dependence on the injection direction of the 
antisolvent crystallization (white boxes: Water injected into the solution ‘AS>S’; gray boxes: Solution injected 
into water ‘S>AS’) plotted against the temperature, SA mass fractions of w=15% were used. 

If the effect of the injection direction on the RIA is considered at w=15% (Fig. 5.38a) it 

can be seen that at 10 °C RIA are negligible affected by changing the injection direction. 

At 20 and 30 °C contradictory effect of injection direction on RIA can be observed. 
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Fig. 5.38: a) Relative and b) Absolute inclusion amount in crystal depending on the injection direction (water 
injected into solution ‘AS>S’: White boxes; solution injected into water ‘S>AS’: Gray boxes) plotted against 
crystallization temperature, w=15%. 

The observed effects of the injection direction on crystal and inclusion dimensions are at 

w=15% quite different to those revealed at w=8%. While at w=15% the crystal sizes 

depend distinctly on the injection direction RIA are hardly affected by this experimental 

parameter. 

5.3.4.4 General results of the second enquiry 

As important results of this second enquiry on the effects of experimental parameters on 

crystal and inclusion sizes it can be pointed out that lower SR result in larger crystals. 

Depending on w lower SR can, further, result in larger RIA than as observed at higher 

SR. This effect can be observed especially in case of w=8%. 

The performance of seeding revealed only at w=15% to a reductive effect on the crystal 

sizes. As unexpected effect it could be observed that at w=4% the RIA was increased by 

the application of seed crystals.  

To assess the general results of the investigations regarding the injection direction it can 

be summarized that the effects of this experimental parameter on crystal and inclusion 

sizes offers the best possibility to manipulate the inclusion amounts. This parameter 

depend mainly on w and secondly on the temperature. In case of w=8% and at 10 or 

20 °C the procedure of injecting the solution into the antisolvent revealed in a distinct 

enlargement of inclusion sizes compared to the reverse injection direction. 
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5.4. Encapsulation of foreign substances inside container crystals 

The aim of this study is to investigate whether crystalline container systems can be 

applied for agent encapsulation or not. After intense enquiries on the experimental 

parameters in order to manipulate the amount of inclusions the approach of using SA 

crystals for agent encapsulation was considered by filling container crystals with foreign 

substances. Copper sulfate and ascorbic acid were chosen as test substances. 

5.4.1 Copper sulfate 

Aqueous copper sulfate solutions are of a typical blue color. During the rinsing step this 

visual effect allowed observing the removal of the blue mother liquor from the prepared 

crystals which finally appeared as white crystalline powder. The analysis of the dried 

and dissolved crystals led to a clear positive result. This qualitative proof of copper ions 

in the dissolved container crystals leads to the assumption that copper could be 

successfully encapsulated inside the SA crystals [Sei16]. 

5.4.2 Ascorbic acid 

As second test substance for encapsulation experiments ascorbic acid (AA) was chosen 

because it could be detected in presence of high amounts of SA. The quantification of 

AA in dissolved SA container crystals revealed in amounts of 0.4±0.3 mg AA per g 

crystals. Since the rinsing water contained only 0.08±0.23 mg AA per g crystals, despite 

the high uncertainty of the method, it can clearly be proven that AA was encapsulated 

inside the container crystals [Sei16].  
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6. Discussion  

6.1. Finding a model substance 

According to Eddleston and Jones [Edd10] it should be possible to crystallize any 

substance in a tubular shape if the appropriate conditions can be fulfilled. Since the 

focus of this study is on the investigation of the applicability of crystalline container 

systems a model substance that can easily be crystallized in tubular, inclusion 

containing crystals is aimed. 

As described earlier (Chapter 2.2) there are a few substances already reported on in 

literature that were approved to offer the potential to form container systems. The 

properties of these, already described substances were investigated according to their 

properties and applicability for potential product uses by means of literature research 

and will be discussed according to their suitability as model substances. 

The model substances from previous studies on crystalline container systems were 

sodium-2-ketogulonate monohydrate (SKGM), glucose anhydrate, sodium acetate 

trihydrate and the APIs theophylline and carbamazepine [Sch10, Sch11b, Ulr13]. In 

case of pharmaceutical products very high purities of compounds are necessary and if 

substance compositions are used the amounts of the single compounds have to be very 

exact and reproducible. If crystalline container systems are used for agent encapsulation 

the required accuracy due to product purification and composition cannot be fulfilled. For 

that reason the APIs theophylline and carbamazepine, even though these substances 

led to promising results in previous studies, had be excluded for the current issue.  

One substance that is very well investigated due to its formation of hollow crystal 

needles is SKGM. This substance is technically used as precursor structure in ascorbic 

acid production. Since SKGM is neither applied  in foods nor in cosmetics this well 

investigated model system had to be excluded as model substance. 

Sodium acetate is described as another model substance which led to promising results 

in a previous study [Sch11b]. This substance is authorized in the EU as food additive 

(E262) [Eur11]. It can be used as acidity regulator and preservative in canned fruits and 

vegetables, defined sorts of bread, meat preparations and processed cereal-based 
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foods for infants and young children [Eur11]. For all these uses no maximum amount is 

provided. In order to get stable container crystals of sodium acetate trihydrate the 

surrounding medium has to be saturated with this substance. However, due to its high 

water solubility (anhydrate: 365 g L-1), hygroscopic behavior and intense acid taste 

[Man72, IFA16b] potential applications are assessed to be unlikely.  

As last substance that was described in literature to be successfully filled was glucose 

anhydrate [Sch10]. Glucose is a widely used ingredient in many foods. It owns a high 

solubility in water (470 g L-1 [IFA16a]) and, therefore, it might be hard to find a product 

where potential glucose needles could be stable against dissolution. However, for 

glucose it could be considered to use its crystals as dry material, e.g. sprinkles for cakes 

or ice cream. The encapsulation of alcoholic solution [Sch10] could allow to fill these 

crystals with flavor agents. However, due to the use of the anhydrate form its stability 

against re-hydration has to be taken into account. Mathlouthi et al. [Mat12] investigated 

the monohydrate-anhydrate transition of glucose depending on time, temperature and 

ambient humidity. The transition temperature of glucose monohydrate to the anhydrate 

form was determined to occur at temperatures above 50 °C. Furthermore, it could be 

proven by Mathlouthi et al. [Mat12] that the re-hydration of the glucose anhydrate 

happens at 20 °C and is completed after 105 min at 97% relative humidity. Schuster et 

al. [Sch10] could handle this problem by drying crystals in an oven at a temperature of 

60 °C until investigation by optical microscope. No information about the stability of dried 

crystals at ambient conditions is given. Considering the re-hydration of glucose 

anhydrate at 20 °C as described by Mathlouthi et al. [Mat12] it is assumed that the 

storage stability of glucose anhydrate crystals is too short to use them as container 

materials. According to these complications in product handling glucose monohydrate 

had to be excluded as model substance for this study. 

The consideration of glucose anhydrate crystals gave a meaningful example which 

difficulties could occur in case of metastable polymorphs or solvates according to long 

term and storage stability. Due to those findings the decision of excluding metastable 

solvates and polymorphs as model substances was made in order to provide general 

information on the opportunities of applying crystalline containers.  
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According to the wide range of specific claims that had to be fulfilled salicylic acid (SA) 

was found to be the optimal model substance. As described detailed in Chapter 4.1.1 it 

is authorized and applied as (active) compound for cosmetic uses (2-3%), owns low 

water solubility and no solvate forms are known [Nor06]. There are some polymorphic 

SA crystals described that were generated by means of organic modifiers [Xu06], 

however, those polymorphs were prepared elaborately and, thus, a spontaneous 

transition is not to be expected. 

6.2. Crystallization behavior of SA depending on the presence of 

dissolved gases 

6.2.1 Saturation curve, solubility, MZW and crystal growth rate 

Due to the perfect fit of the saturation curves of degassed and non-degassed samples 

as well as the negligible differences in the solubility curves that were measured by 

means of US technique it can be concluded that in the present case study no effect of 

dissolved gases on the thermodynamics of the system can be found.  

The difference between measured and literature solubility data (Fig. 5.1b) can be 

explained by the different methods used to determine the SA amounts in the solution. In 

the present study the SA mass fraction was determined by means of refractometer 

measurements against external calibration. Nordström and Rasmuson [Nor06] 

determined the SA mass fraction gravimetrically and presented the values as mole 

fraction solubility. As further source to explain the variation of solubility data from both 

measurement techniques and literature data some inaccuracies in temperature 

measurements can be mentioned. 

Considering the MZW it was expected that degassing might lead to a distinct increase in 

MZW since Wohlgemuth et al. [Woh09, Woh10] described the promotion of nucleation 

by gas bubbles. However, the results of the MZW measurements by means of US 

(Fig. 5.2) showed that the MZW is hardly influenced by the reduction of the amount of 

dissolved gases [Sei17].  

As described in Chapter 2.4 in other studies it could be observed that dissolved gases 

affected growth rates [Wal11a, Hua16] and even solubility and, thus, thermodynamics of 
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the model substances [Hua16]. Since these effects were not proven in this study it can 

be assumed that the influences of dissolved gases depend strongly on the used model 

system. 

6.2.2 Effects of solution degassing on dissolution rate 

The results of kinetic experiments showed that the growth rate of SA was not affected by 

degassing but the dissolution rate was. Moreover, it was observed that the dissolution 

rate seems to be inhibited by the presence of dissolved gases, especially at 10 °C. 

An approach to explain this observation can be found in the solubility of dissolved gases 

(oxygen and nitrogen) in dependence on the SA amount which is depicted in Fig. 5.7. 

There, it can be seen that with increasing SA mole fraction the solubility of both oxygen 

and nitrogen decrease. Referring this to the dissolution mechanism this means that the 

increase of SA concentration caused by the crystal dissolution leads to a decrease of 

gas solubility, especially close to the crystal surfaces, and the gases are displaced from 

the solution, e.g. by the formation of tiny bubbles. These bubbles can hinder the mass 

transport mechanism between crystal surface and solution and, thus, the dissolution 

step is inhibited, especially, if the substance dissolves overridingly diffusion controlled as 

in case of SA [Per13]. If the gas amount of the solution was reduced by the degassing 

step the solution can be seen as undersaturated with gas. Thus, the gas amount that is 

left in the solution is expected to be too small to be displaced from the solution even if 

the gas solubility decreases. However, if the decrease of oxygen solubility close to the 

crystal surfaces would be intense enough to initiate bubble nucleation, gas bubbles 

could dissolve very fast in the well stirred and gas undersaturated surrounding liquid 

[Sei17]. Consequently, hardly any dissolution inhibiting effect would be observed in case 

of degassed solutions. 

Moreover, it was observed that the difference in dissolution rates is more obvious at 

10 °C than at 30 °C. A possible explanation approach can be found by Najafi et al. 

[Naj08]. In their study the sliding velocity of single micro-bubbles along an oblique glass 

plate under different conditions was investigated. It was found that at lower temperature 

the bubbles moved slower along the plate and stuck longer to it than at higher 

temperature. This effect was explained by the decrease in viscosity with increasing 
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temperature. Other effects, e.g. on density or interfacial tension, which might complete 

the explanation of the temperature effect as well, were not considered. For the present 

case, this means that at lower temperature the affinity of the bubble to stick to the 

surface is higher than at higher temperature. For the observations of dissolution rates 

that were made in this study this means that appearing gas bubbles stick longer to the 

crystal surfaces at 10 °C than at 30 °C and, thus, the inhibiting effect of displaced gases, 

e.g. gas bubbles, on crystal dissolution decreases with increasing temperature. 

6.3. Stability of SA crystals in dependence on solvent 

compositions 

One important factor that has to be considered regarding a potential application of 

crystalline container systems is their stability in a potential product. With the intention to 

clarify this issue the SA solubility was investigated exemplarily for ethanol-water-

mixtures. Since a high number of organic solvents are typically used in cosmetics, e.g.  

i-propanol or glycerol, a model to predict the SA solubility and, thus, estimate the 

composition of potential products to ensure the stability of the container crystals was 

developed. 

6.3.1 SA solubility in EtOH-water-mixtures  

It has to be pointed out that in case of 

crystalline container systems the ambient 

medium has to be saturated with the container 

substance to ensure the containers’ stability. 

Only the amount of container substance that is 

additionally added to the medium will not 

dissolve and, thus, will be available as 

container crystals. The determined ternary 

diagram (Fig. 5.8) allows defining the EtOH-

water-composition where SA will not dissolve. 

As can be seen well in the diagram (Fig. 5.8) 

water is a good antisolvent for SA and the 

solubility of SA in this ternary system 

Fig. 6.1: SA amounts that are available for 
container crystals (at 25 °C) depend on solubility of 
SA in ambient medium and, thus, on solvent 
composition, exemplarily illustrated for EtOH-
water-mixtures containing 2% SA. 
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depends almost exclusively on the EtOH amount. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.1 for EtOH-

water-mixtures that contain 2% SA. It can be seen that for EtOH-water-mixtures the 

solvent phase can contain up to an EtOH mass fraction of 0.17 (17%) without increasing 

the solubility of SA significantly. Thus, in this composition range SA amounts of more 

than 1.5% of the aimed amount of 2% can be applied as container crystals. 

It can be summarized that the amount of SA container crystals depend on the solubility 

of SA in the ambient medium. The lower the solubility of SA the more container crystals 

can be available as encapsulation material in a product. 

6.3.2 Development of a solubility prediction model for SA in EtOH-water-

mixtures 

The use of crystalline container materials requires special demands on the solvent 

composition since the medium has to be saturated with the container material in order to 

avoid the containers’ dissolution. For that reason a model to predict the solubility in 

solvent-water-mixtures was developed in order to estimate the amount of container 

material that is available for encapsulation (Fig. 6.1) and to ensure the containers’ 

stability against dissolution. 

As proven in Chapter 5.2.4 the solubility predictions based on HSP-SA/ew led to 

satisfactory results. The model was applied exemplarily for i-propanol- and glycerol-

water-mixtures. The revealed solubility results showed that both solvents can be used in 

moderate amounts (up to 20% i-propanol and 10% glycerol) without a considerable 

effect on the SA solubility. Thus, in general it seems to be possible to use SA container 

crystals in products that contain moderate amounts of organic solvents. However, it 

should be considered that the solubility predictions refer to simplified three-component-

mixtures. Due to the high complexity of formulations of skincare products, e.g. solvents 

(water, organic solvents, oils), agents (moisturizers, UV filters), additives (emulsifiers, 

preservatives) [Fin05], it is hardly possible to consider all the different kinds of 

substances that might influence the SA solubility in one model. In case of investigating 

the stability of SA containers in a real potential skincare product with known formulation 

the solubility of SA container crystals should be verified experimentally.  
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6.3.3 Valuation of the used HSP model 

The HSP-model is based on the assumption that for each substance three parameters 

can be defined to describe all properties that are relevant for the solubility behavior. 

These properties namely are non-polar or dispersion energy (δD), permanent dipole-

permanent dipole or polar cohesive energy (δP) and hydrogen bonding energy (δH). The 

first two parameters (δD, δP) represent molecular properties. However, the term of 

hydrogen bonding energy (δH) is assessed to be oversimplified because it represents all 

kinds of interactions that are not expressed by the other ones, e.g. induced dipoles 

[Han00]. The calculated HSP as presented in the user’s handbooks [Han00, Han07] are 

based on the boiling point (δD), estimated dipole moments (δP), group contribution 

models (δP, δH) and similarities to related compounds (δH). Thus, none of the calculated 

HSP can be seen as precise or absolute values and differences to experimental data will 

certainly occur [Han00, Han07]. For that reason the determination of HSP as performed 

in this thesis is not contradictory to the HSP model but an extension and specification by 

the use of experimental data regarding the application on a defined aim. 

For the used method to determine the HSP for SA (and nitrogen) an equation system 

was generated based on solubility data and solved in order to reach maximum 

correlation between solubility values from literature and the modeled values similarly as 

described by Sato et al. [Sat14]. This method is very appropriate in order to get both the 

HSP and the associated quantification equation. This equation which describes the 

relation between the mole fraction solubility and Ra is essential to predict the solubility of 

a substance quantitatively. If the HSP are calculated by means of an equation system 

based on solubility data the results can only reflect the type of interactions they are 

based on. Depending on the aim the HSP are used for, the appropriate solubility data for 

HSP determination can be varied. In case of the determination of HSP-SA/ps (or HSP-

Ni) a wide range of solvents with different properties was used, e.g. alcohols, 

acetonitrile, acetone, ethyl acetate and dioxane. This allows some general estimation for 

solubility predictions which are able to deliver results of correct magnitude and tendency 

as shown in Fig. 5.10 (or Fig. 5.7). In a second case the pursued aim was the prediction 

of SA solubility in water containing solvent mixtures. Therefore, the HSP determination 

was based on specific solubility data of SA in EtOH-water-mixtures. As can be seen in 
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Fig. 5.12 the specified HSP-SA/ew resulted in better fitting solubility predictions than 

those based on HSP-SA/ps. 

The used HSP-model was easy to apply and the received results are rated as reliable 

according to magnitude and tendency. Since HSP for a wide range of solvents are 

provided in literature [Han00, Han07] the Ra values of any SA-solvent composition can 

be determined. Due to the defined xSA-Ra-relation the SA solubility in any solvents or 

solvent compositions can be estimated without the need of solubility data from literature. 

In case of predicting SA solubility in solvent-water-mixtures the received results are 

rated to be, depending on the solvent’s similarity to EtOH, more or less solid 

estimations. Especially in case of more components, the solubility of SA should be 

ensured experimentally. Overall, the presented model delivers a great possibility to 

estimate the SA solubility in solvent-water-mixtures and, thus, a base to decide if SA 

container crystals might be applied in a product. 

6.4.  Investigations on inclusion containing crystals 

The idea of container crystals is based on encapsulating a foreign substance inside the 

inclusions of crystals. In order to attain maximum encapsulation potential the inclusions 

inside the crystals need to be as large as possible. For that reason the effects of growth 

rates and different experimental parameters on the formation of liquid inclusions were 

investigated. 

6.4.1 Effect of growth rates on inclusion formation 

The dependency of the formation of liquid inclusions on the growth rate of a crystal face 

is reported on in literature several times, e.g. [Bro68, Sai99, Edd10, Wal11a, Per13, 

Bob15, Bob16b]. In general it can be observed that an increase in growth rates 

enhances the formation of liquid inclusions which could also be observed in the present 

study (Chapter 5.3.1). Basically, there are two approaches that can be used to explain 

the formation of inclusions. On the one hand, tubular structures occur if due to the fast 

crystal face growth the diffusion of the material to the center of the crystal face is limited, 

thus, only the edges can grow (Fig. 2.9). This mechanism, which leads to a funnel-

shaped inclusion, was investigated by Perry et al. [Per13] in a case study using SA and 

is depicted in Fig. 6.2a. This diffusion-limited mechanism is discussed to be enhanced 
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by the adsorption of foreign particles or gas bubbles on the crystal surfaces [Wal11a]. 

On the other hand, it could be observed that a sudden increase in growth rate, e.g. by 

mechanical contact to the growing surface, results in the formation of macro steps which 

can initiate inclusion formation (Fig. 6.2, b) [Sai99]. Even if no contacts were performed 

and the growth rates of single faces fluctuate spontaneously the formation of liquid 

inclusions can be observed (Fig. 6.2, c) [Bob15, Bob16b]. 

 

Fig. 6.2: Mechanisms to describe the formation of liquid inclusions; a) Diffusion-limited formation of funnel-
shaped inclusions of SA [Per13]; b) Observation of macro steps on crystalline surface after induced growth 
rate enhancement [Sai99]; c) Formation of liquid inclusions depending on the face growth rate [Bob15];  
d) Crystal from microscopic growth rate measurements which contains different inclusions. 

In Fig. 6.2d a crystal that was observed during microscopic observation on single 

crystals growth during static antisolvent crystallization is depicted. This crystal contains 

different types of inclusions which are on the left a funnel-shaped inclusion which seems 

to be enclosed and on the right two inclusions with flat bottoms. If the inclusions inside 

this crystal are compared to imagines of inclusion containing crystals from literature 

[Sai99, Per13, Bob15] similar inclusion shapes can be found. The shape of the funnel-

like inclusion fits perfect to an inclusion observed by Perry et al. [Per13] in SA crystals 
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(Fig. 6.2a). In their study the formation of such inclusions was determined to be caused 

by a diffusion-limited mechanism.  

On the right of the depicted crystal (Fig. 6.2d) the inclusions with flat bottoms as 

inclusion bases remind on the images published by Bobo et al. [Bob15] and Bobo 

[Bob16b]. In their study on the inclusion formation in single ammonium perchlorate 

crystals in dependency on the growth rate of single crystal faces similar inclusion 

shapes were observed. Those are discussed to be caused by fluctuations in growth 

rates. If the growth rate of a phase suddenly increased the occurrence of an inclusion 

could be observed. When the growth rate dropped the inclusion sealed. It is discussed 

that the solid section between two of these inclusions might be formed by a transient 

crystal face [Bob16b, Bro68].  

The different observed shapes of inclusions lead to the assumption that in case of SA 

different mechanisms of inclusion formation can occur within the same crystal. Based on 

inclusion formation theories from literature it might be concluded that, on the one hand, 

the funnel-shaped inclusions are formed if the growth rate is constantly faster than the 

diffusion. On the other hand, fluctuations in growth rate, which might be caused by 

fluctuations in local supersaturation, can result in flat inclusions. However, it should be 

pointed out that even if the conditions which are necessary for inclusion formation are 

fulfilled the appearance of inclusions cannot be ensured. 

6.4.2 Investigations on the effects of experimental parameters on the 

crystal and inclusion sizes 

The investigations on the effects of experimental parameters on crystal and inclusion 

sizes where performed in the context of preparing crystalline container systems of SA. 

For this application possibly high inclusion amounts and, thus, a high potential for agent 

encapsulation is aimed. In order to develop a stable crystallization process for container 

production the relevant experimental parameters have to be considered according to 

their effects on the crystal sizes and inclusion amounts. 

The importance of the performed investigations can be seen well in Fig. 5.20. There, the 

effect of an unfavorable combination of the experimental parameters (Fig. 5.20a and b) 

resulted in very thin crystals with high agglomeration degree and low inclusion amounts. 
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This is contrasted by the appearance of the crystals in Fig. 5.20c where by adjusting a 

few experimental parameters inclusion containing crystals with low agglomeration could 

be prepared.  

6.4.2.1 Effects of experimental parameters on particle sizes 

Antisolvent crystallization is widely used in the preparation of nano- and micro-scaled 

particles of APIs. There are several studies, e.g. [Wan07, Li11, Hat12, Kak12a, Kak12b, 

Par12, Kak13, Lon13], where the effect of experimental parameters on the particle size 

was investigated. An overview is given in Tab. 6.1. 

It should be pointed out that in the studies presented in Tab. 6.1 experimental setups 

where the solution was injected into the antisolvent were chosen. For that reason, these 

literature data are only limited directly comparable to the results of this study. However, 

if the explanations given by the authors are considered the literature results can be 

transferred to the measured data of this study. [Wan07, Li11, Hat12, Kak12a, Kak12b, 

Par12, Kak13, Lon13]. The basic approach to discuss the effects of experimental 

parameters on particle sizes is based on the nucleation theory which describes that the 

higher the supersaturation level the more nuclei appear and the smaller are the final 

crystals. This single approach can be used to explain the effects of all parameters that 

manipulate the supersaturation, e.g. concentration or w, injection rate and 

solvent/antisolvent ratio.  
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Tab. 6.1: Overview of the effects of experimental parameters on particle sizes of different APIs as described in 
literature; Increase: , Decrease: . The effects shown in the table are quite generalized, thus, it should be 
pointed out that all effects occur whithin limited ranges.  

Parameter Substance Effects Ref 
Observations 
in this study 

Concentration Carbamazepine  c  ps [Par12]   
 Curcumin c ps [Kak12a]   
 
 

Beclomethasone 
dipropionate 

c ps [Wan07]   

 Quercetin c ps [Kak12b]   
 Artemisinin  c ps [Kak13]   
 Salicylic acid c ps [Hat12]   

 
Poorly water soluble 
drugs (review) 

c  ps [Lon13]   

Temperature  
 
 

Carbamazepine T  ps [Par12] T  ps 

Curcumin T  ps [Kak12a]   

 Bicalutamide  T  ps [Li11]   

 
Beclomethasone 
dipropionate 

T  ps [Wan07]   

 Artemisinin  T  ps [Kak13]   
 Salicylic acid No effect [Hat12]   

 
Poorly water soluble 
drugs (review) 

T  ps [Lon13]   

Solution injection 
rate (SIR) 

Carbamazepine SIR ps [Par12]   
Curcumin SIR ps [Kak12a]   

 Quercitin SIR ps [Kak12b]   
 Artemisinin  SIR ps [Kak13]   
 Salicylic acid SIR ps [Hat12]   

 
Poorly water soluble 
drugs (review) 

SIR ps [Lon13]   

Solvent-
Antisolvent volume 
ratio (S/AS) 

Curcumin S/AS ps [Kak12a]   
Beclomethasone 
dipropionate 

S/AS ps [Wan07]   

Quercitin S/AS ps [Kak12b]   
 Artemisinin  S/AS ps [Kak13]   
 Salicylic acid S/AS ps [Hat12]   

 
Poorly water soluble 
drugs (review) 

S/AS ps [Lon13]   

Stirring rate (SR) Curcumin SR  ps [Kak12a] SR  ps 
 Bicalutamide SR  ps [Li11]   

 
Beclomethasone 
dipropionate 

SR  ps [Wan07]   

 Quercitin SR  ps [Kak12b]   
 Artemisinin  SR  ps [Kak13]   
 Salicylic acid SR  ps [Hat12]   

 
Poorly water soluble 
drugs (review) 

SR  ps [Lon13]   

Stirring time (ST) 
Beclomethasone 
dipropionate 

ST ps [Wan07]   

 Salicylic acid No effect [Hat12]   

In case of stirring rate and stirring time the explanation based on the supersaturation 

levels is only of partial interest. On the one hand, a high stirring rate leads to a fast 

homogenization of solution and antisolvent and, thus, a high, homogeneous 
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supersaturation level can be achieved which results in a high number of nuclei [Lon13, 

Kak12]. On the other hand, stirring causes abrasions on the crystals or breakage. The 

faster and longer the batch is stirred the smaller are the received crystals [Wan07].  

In context of temperature effects on particle sizes three effects have to be considered. 

The first one is again the effect of supersaturation as described above. At a lower 

temperature a higher supersaturation can be reached which results in a higher number 

of nuclei. As a second effect, it should be considered that the critical nucleus size 

decreases with temperature [Mul01]. As a third effect of temperature an increase in the 

viscosity with decreasing temperature should be mentioned. This effect, which can occur 

with an increase in concentration as well, can inhibit the nucleation rate and result in the 

formation of less nuclei and larger crystals as can be seen in case of Quercetin 

presented in Tab. 6.1 [Kak12b]. In the present study using short-chained alcohols 

(MeOH or EtOH), SA and water the increase of viscosity from both temperature and 

concentration effects are of negligible meaning. 

Besides the general consideration of temperature on crystal sizes it was observed that 

with increasing temperature the widths of the crystals increased while their lengths were 

quite unaffected. This phenomenon can be explained by the intensity of the temperature 

dependence on growth rate for diffusion- and surface integration-controlled growth. The 

temperature dependence of the mass transfer coefficients k for surface integration (kr) 

and volume diffusion step (kd) as well as the corresponding activation energies E are 

described in Tab. 6.2.  

Tab. 6.2: Definitions of mass transfer coefficients k from temperature for surface integration and volume 
diffusion step as well as the corresponding Arrhenius activation energies E [Lew15]. 

Surface integration Diffusion 

       
   

  ⁄  (6.1)        
   

  ⁄  (6.2) 

Er≈40-60 kJ mol-1  Ed≈10-20 kJ mol-1  
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Fig. 6.3: a) Mass transfer coefficients for surface integration (kr, ■) and volume diffusion step (kd, ▼) plotted 

against temperature; b) Dominating mechanisms for growth of SA crystal faces [Per13]. 

In Fig. 6.3a kr and kd are calculated assuming that the initial transfer coefficients kr0 and 

kd0 that are not of interest in this case and can be neglected (kr0=kd0=1). Further, in each 

case the lowest activation energy E was used (Er=40 kJ mol-1; Ed=10 kJ mol-1). As can 

be seen in the diagram both kr and kd and, thus, the growth rates are increasing with 

increasing temperature. However, the slope of kr is 4-times the slope of kd. If these 

findings are connected to the growth behavior of single faces of SA crystals as 

described by Perry et al. [Per13] the observed increase of growth in width at higher 

temperatures can be explained. The growth 

of the (110) and (1̄10) faces which define the 

growth in width are limited considerably by 

surface integration while the (001) face 

growth is dominated by a diffusion controlled 

mechanism (Fig. 6.3b). If the temperature 

increases the growth rates of (110) and (1̄10) 

faces increase more intense than the growth 

rates of (001) faces. As a result the growth in 

width is enhanced more intensely with 

increasing temperature than the growth in 

length.  

 

Fig. 6.4: Solubility of oxygen and nitrogen in 
ethanol in dependence on the water amount 
predicted by means of the HSP model. The gas 
solublity is decreasing with increasing water 
content. 
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One parameter that was not investigated in context of antisolvent crystallization, yet, is 

the effect of degassing on the particle sizes. If water and EtOH are mixed the solubility 

of gases, e.g. oxygen and nitrogen, decrease (Fig. 6.4). The solubility curves of both 

gases in dependence on the solvent mixture can be calculated by means of the HSP-

model. The depicted decrease in gas solubility leads to the nucleation of gas bubbles in 

the liquid. As shown by Wohlgemuth et al. [Woh09, Woh10] the surfaces of gas bubbles 

can act as nucleation centers and, thus, nucleation is initiated at lower supersaturation. 

As a result it can be expected that less nuclei are formed and the crystal size is 

increased. If the liquids are degassed the appearance of bubbles can be reduced and 

nucleation is expected to happen at higher supersaturation. For that reason, larger 

crystals were expected if solution and antisolvent were degassed. However, no clear 

effect of solution and antisolvent degassing on the crystal sizes could be identified.  

6.4.2.2 Effects of experimental parameters on inclusion sizes 

In case of experimental effects on the inclusion sizes in crystals only little information 

can be found in literature as presented in Tab. 6.3. It should be noted that the 

information described below refer to experiments from cooling crystallization and that 

the inclusion sizes (IS) were either estimated according to microscopic observations 

[Den66] or referred to the amount of enclosed solvent [Zha05, Kim09]. 

Tab. 6.3: Literature data on the effects of experimental parameters on the inclusion sizes; Increase: , 
Decrease: . 

Parameter Substance Effects Ref 

Temperature Adipic acid T  IS [Zha05] 
 Cyclotrimethylene trinitramnine T IS [Kim09] 
 Hexamethylene tetramine Depending on SR [Den66] 
Stirring rate Adipic acid No effect [Zha05]  
 Hexamethylene tetramine SR IS [Den66] 
Seeding Density Adipic acid SD IS [Zha05] 

In general the inclusion formation is described in context with high growth rates and 

growth rate fluctuations, e.g. [Den66, Sai99, Zha05, Kim09, Edd10, Wal11a, Per13, 

Bob15, Bob16b]. In the present study the effects of experimental parameters on the 

relative inclusion amounts (RIA) were investigated considering the interactions between 

different parameters, e.g. effect of stirring rate at three different mass fraction levels 

(Chapter 5.3.4.1). This experimental procedure gives comprehensive results of the 

inclusion formation under different conditions. However, the results are difficult to 
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interpret in order to present some general statements. Another reason that prevents 

summarizing the results is that there are high variations in the data which are based on 

the inhomogeneous samples. The most distinct possibility to manipulate the RIA is to 

adjust the direction of injection. However, this parameter in turn depends on solution 

mass fraction w and temperature.  

Waldschmidt et al. [Wal11a] described that solution degassing resulted in a distinct 

decrease of liquid inclusions in ciclopirox crystals. It is discussed that the inclusion 

formation and sizes depend on the growth rates which in turn depend in their case study 

on the type of gas dissolved in the solution. If the solution was degassed a distinct 

decrease of growth rate could be observed and the inclusion formation was reduced. In 

Chapter 5.1.3 the results of the effects of solution degassing on growth rate of SA 

crystals from cooling crystallization are presented. It was found that the growth rates of 

SA were unaffected by the reduction of the solutions’ gas amounts. For that reason, no 

effect of degassing on the RIA was expected in case of antisolvent crystallization. 

Another possible effect of dissolved gases on the inclusion formation is the adsorption of 

gas bubbles on the growing crystal faces [Wal11a]. The reduction of the gas amount 

dissolved in solution and antisolvent could, therefore, be another approach of 

manipulating the formation on liquid inclusions. However, a clear RIA decrease which 

might have been expected if liquids were degassed could not be observed. In summary, 

no effects of degassing the solution and/or antisolvent were found. 

In literature [Sai99] there are some examples described where crystal growth could be 

manipulated in order to induce the formation of inclusions, e.g. by mechanical contacts 

of the growing crystal surface. However, even if the experimental parameters are 

adjusted in order to reach high growth rates, e.g. by increasing the temperature or the 

injection rate, as necessary condition for inclusion formation there is no guarantee to 

receive crystals with large RIA. This confirms the findings described, e.g. by 

Waldschmidt et al. [Wal11a]. 

6.5. Preparation of filled container crystals of SA 

As could be shown in Chapter 5.4 two cases could be presented where a foreign 

substance could successfully be encapsulated inside SA container crystals. Firstly, a 
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qualitative prove of copper ions that were enclosed in SA crystals could be presented. 

Since copper sulfate is an inappropriate substance to be applied in skin care products 

ascorbic acid (AA) which is more suitable was chosen as second test foreign substance. 

6.5.1 Model system SA-AA 

As described in Chapter 4.1.1 SA is used as keratolytic agent in skin care products in 

context of, e.g. acne and dandruff treatment as well as for skin- and hair-conditioning. In 

order to develop a suitable model system for this case study a substance that matches 

to SA according to a potential application as well as chemical and crystallization 

properties. AA was found to fulfill all these claims and, thus, it was chosen to be 

encapsulated inside SA container crystals.  

AA (vitamin C) is of growing interest for skin care products because of its antioxidant 

properties which offer the benefits of neutralizing free radicals which are one important 

reason for photo aging of the skin. Topical ascorbic acid treatment protects the skin from 

oxidative stress which is one of its functions to suppress photo aging. Further, vitamin C 

functions in the skin as cofactor in collagen synthesis and it has potent anti-inflammatory 

effects. Thus, AA is used, e.g. in anti-aging and anti-acne products [Kel98, Sta01, 

Far05, Man09]. From a dermatologic point of view, AA is a beneficial agent to be 

combined with SA. While SA functions keratolytically (removal of dead skin particles), 

AA promotes the renewal of the skin by supporting collagen synthesis. It is discussed in 

literature [Man09] that AA delivery into the skin can be improved by lowering the pH 

below 3.5. This pH can be provided by the use of SA whose pH is 2.4 in aqueous 

solution [IFA16c, Ras92]. In order to deliver AA in pharmacological levels to the skin 

concentrations of 10% should be achieved [Kel98]. 

In general AA is quite sensitive against environmental influences, e.g. UV irritation or air 

oxygen. For that reason it needs to be protected in order to preserve its beneficial 

effects on skin metabolism. Its encapsulation inside container crystals offers the 

possibility of a physical protection from outer influences. Moreover, due to its oxidative 

properties SA has the potential to prevent reduction of AA and, thus, stabilizes it in its 

active form.  
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6.5.2 Experimental parameters chosen for preparation of container crystals 

The choice of the experimental parameters for the preparation of SA container crystals 

was based on the results from investigations of experimental parameters on the crystal 

and inclusion sizes (Chapter 4.2.8). As most important parameter to reach crystals with 

possibly high inclusion amounts the injection direction was identified. It was figured out 

that if an 8% SA solution was injected into the antisolvent at 10 or 20 °C the relative 

inclusion amount (RIA) could be increased to about 4% which is twice the RIA that was 

reached if the antisolvent was injected into the solution (Chapter 5.3.4.3). These results 

were taken as basis for defining injection direction and solution mass fraction w. 

Considering the working temperature, it could be seen in the appropriate experiments 

performed at 10 °C that the revealed crystals showed smaller variations than those 

prepared at higher temperatures (Chapter 5.3.3.3). In order to reduce the particle size 

distribution and, thus, get more uniform samples 10 °C was chosen as working 

temperature for crystallization. Another parameter that needed to be defined was the 

injection rate (IR). Since no differences between samples prepared at IR≥12 mL min-1 

using w=8% solutions (Chapter 5.3.3.2) an IR=20 mL min-1 was chosen in order to 

reduce the duration of experiments. The stirring rate (SR) was set to 100 rpm which 

resulted at w=8% in larger crystals and larger inclusions than when SR=350 rpm were 

applied (Chapter 5.3.4.1). As final parameter whose effects on the crystal and inclusion 

sizes were investigated the gas content of the liquids was not manipulated. The effect of 

solution and/or antisolvent degassing was irrelevant regarding crystal or inclusion sizes. 

Thus, this time consuming step was not performed during crystallization of SA 

containers. According to the chosen experimental parameters RIA of 2-4% can be 

expected. 

6.5.3 Potential of inclusion containing SA crystals for application as 

container crystals 

The amount of AA that was encapsulated inside SA container crystals could be 

quantified to be 0.4±0.3 mg per g crystals. Assuming that the surrounding liquid is 

enclosed inside the inclusions during crystal growth the determined AA amount can be 

used to estimate the inclusion amount of the container crystals. Since the amount of AA 

in the antisolvent is known to be 5% the inclusion amount can be estimated in 
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dependency on the solvent composition which changes during the process. The first 

crystals appeared when less than 5 mL of SA solution were injected into the AA 

containing antisolvent. Thus, it can be assumed that there are some crystals containing 

almost 100% on the AA containing antisolvent. Assuming that this liquid contained 5% 

AA the inclusion amount can be estimated to be about 0.8%. The final SA solution-

antisolvent ratio is about 30:70 (v:v) which results in estimated inclusion amounts of 

about 1.1%. Based on these estimations it can be concluded that the prepared container 

crystals contain approximately 1% inclusions [Sei16].  

This result is lower than expected based on the enquiries on the effects of the 

experimental parameters on crystal and inclusion sizes. However, it should be pointed 

out that in the microscopic investigations only intact crystals were considered while 

broken crystals and crystal fragments were neglected. This might explain the difference 

between the expected RIA of 2-4% and the results received from the determination of 

AA content of approximately 1%. 

Schuster et al. [Sch10] presented in their study on glucose anhydrate needles which 

were filled with ibuprofen by inducing a phase transition from glucose monohydrate into 

anhydrate needles in dried methanol containing 60% ibuprofen. The quantification of 

ibuprofen in 100 mg crystals that were dissolved in 1 mL methanol was determined to be 

0.361 mmol L-1. Based on this information the inclusion amount can be calculated as 

described above to be about 0.12%.  

Conclusively, the results of this study showed that the inclusion amounts could be 

increased by about 10 times compared to previous approaches of investigating the 

potential of crystalline container systems. However, inclusion amounts of about 1% are 

still quite small and it has to be considered that the inclusions cannot be filled completely 

with a pure solid substance but a solution. In case of antisolvent crystallization the 

included liquor consists of the solution’s solvent, in this case EtOH, the antisolvent, 

water, and the foreign material that is aimed to be encapsulated, here AA. One 

approach to increase the amount of the foreign substance could be to increase its 

concentration in the antisolvent. This procedure might work within limited ranges which 

are defined by the solubility of the foreign substance in both solvents used for the 

crystallization process. Moreover, it has to be excluded that the foreign substance 
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affects the crystallization of the container material, e.g. according to morphology or 

solubility. If the inclusion amounts are aimed to be further increased it should be 

considered that increasing the relative inclusion size leads to the reduction of the wall 

thickness which might in turn affect the physical stability of the containers. 

As discussed above AA states in both dermatological and chemical context a good 

combination with SA. However, the amounts of AA that could be encapsulated inside SA 

container crystals (0.4±0.3 mg per g crystals) are too low to provide concentrations of 

roughly 10% in a final product which are necessary to achieve pharmacological level.  
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7. Conclusions 

The aim of this study was to investigate the applicability of crystalline container systems, 

exemplarily for skincare products. Based on a model system the preparation conditions 

and required properties of the potential product were investigated. 

1. Model substance 

As model substance the cosmetic and dermatological agent salicylic acid (SA) was 

chosen. This low water soluble agent is authorized to be applied as active agent in 

amounts of up to 2% in cosmetic products and owns a high tendency to form liquid 

inclusions.  

2. Determine product conditions for application of container crystals 

In order to verify whether SA container crystals can be applied in a cosmetic product 

without their dissolution the solubility of SA in ethanol-water mixtures was determined. 

This allowed estimating the solvent composition which offers the necessary conditions 

for the container crystals to be stable against dissolution. Moreover, a model to predict 

the solubility of SA in solvent-water mixtures without the need of solubility data from 

literature was developed. 

3. Investigate the experimental parameters for container generation 

In two systematic enquiries the effects of experimental parameters on crystal and 

inclusion sizes were investigated by means of optical microscopy. Based on the results 

the experimental parameters that offer the possibility to prepare crystals that contain 

relative inclusion amounts of 2-4% were identified. 

4. Filling of the container crystals 

As exemplary filling substance, ascorbic acid (AA) was chosen. The application of this 

vitamin offers great benefits for skin care, especially, in combination with SA. The 

amount of encapsulated AA could be quantified to be 0.4±0.3 mg per g crystals. Based 

on these results the inclusion amount could be estimated to be about 1% of the crystals. 
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5. Verify the applicability of container crystals 

The investigations of the SA solubility in ethanol-water-mixtures showed that the solvent 

conditions to ensure the stability of the container crystals against dissolution can be 

easily applied for cosmetic products. Thus, as one final conclusion of this thesis 

container crystals can be added to a product without their dissolution. 

Regarding the inclusion amounts, it can be summarized that from the theoretically 

expected 2-4% relative inclusion amounts only 1% could be proven based on the 

amount of encapsulated material. It should be considered that the inclusions can only be 

filled with a solution consisting of both solvents used during the antisolvent 

crystallization, the container material and the foreign substance that is aimed to be 

encapsulated. For that reason, only small amounts of a foreign substance (<<1%) can 

be encapsulated inside crystalline containers. In case of AA the amounts that can be 

encapsulated are too small to induce a physiological function. However, the system 

might be applied for, e.g. flavor agents, which are potent even in trace amounts. 
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8. Summary 

The idea of using crystalline materials for agent encapsulation is discussed in literature 

for several years and a few exemplary model systems are already presented. However, 

up to now only the possibility of preparing such container crystals of metastable 

polymorphs was in the focus of the studies.  

For that reason the aim of this study was to investigate inclusion containing crystals as 

encapsulation material due to their applicability in potential products, exemplarily 

skincare products. As model substance salicylic acid was chosen because of its stable 

crystal habit and high tendency to form liquid inclusions. Further, it is used as active 

agent in cosmetics and has low water solubility. In this study the general crystallization 

behavior of this model substance was investigated.  

Since dissolved gases are described in literature to affect the formation of liquid 

inclusions this parameter was focused on when solubility, metastable zone width as well 

as growth and dissolution rates of salicylic acid in methanol were determined. In order to 

estimate the stability of the container crystals in a potential product the solubility of 

salicylic acid was investigated exemplarily in case of ethanol-water mixtures. The 

development of a solubility prediction model based on the Hansen Solubility 

Parameters, further, allowed estimating the solubility of the container crystals in other 

solvent-water mixtures without the need of solubility data from literature.  

After the conditions to ensure the stability of container crystals in a potential product 

were defined the preparation of container crystals with possibly high inclusion amounts 

were focused on. In systematic enquiries the effects of experimental parameters on 

crystal and inclusion sizes, including interactions between different parameters, were 

investigated. By adjusting the experimental conditions theoretical inclusion amounts of 

2-4% could be expected. By means of filling the container crystals with ascorbic acid the 

concept of agent encapsulation using inclusion containing crystals was proven. Due to 

the quantification of the enclosed ascorbic acid amount of 0.4±0.3 mg per g crystals the 

inclusion amount could be determined to be approximately 1%. Moreover, the amount of 

encapsulated ascorbic acid gives a general idea of the potential application of container 

crystals as encapsulation material. Concerning the encapsulation potential of >>1% 
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which is too low for carrying active agents in appropriate amounts a possible application 

could be the encapsulation of flavor agents. 
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9. Zusammenfassung 

Der Gedanke kristalline Materialien zur Wirkstoffverkapselung einzusetzen wird in der 

Literatur seit einigen Jahren diskutiert und ein paar beispielhafte Modellsysteme wurden 

bereits vorgestellt. Bisher wurde in diesen Studien jedoch nur die Möglichkeit solche 

kristallinen Container aus metastabilen Polymorphen herzustellen untersucht. 

Aus diesem Grund lag die Zielsetzung dieser Arbeit darauf, Kristalle mit flüssigen 

Einschlüssen auf ihre Eignung als Verkapselungssysteme im Hinblick auf mögliche 

Anwendungen, zum Beispiel in Kosmetikprodukten, zu untersuchen. Als Modellsubstanz 

wurde Salizylsäure wegen ihrer stabilen kristallinen Beschaffenheit und ihrer hohen 

Tendenz flüssige Einschlüsse zu bilden ausgewählt. Zudem wird es als Wirkstoff in 

Kosmetikprodukten eingesetzt und besitzt eine geringe Wasserlöslichkeit. Als Teil dieser 

Arbeit wurde allgemein das Kristallisationsverhalten dieser Modelsubstanz untersucht. 

Da in der Literatur gelöste Gase mit der Entstehung flüssiger Kristalleinschlüsse in 

Verbindung gebracht werden, wurden Löslichkeit, metastabiler Bereich sowie 

Wachstums- und Auflöseraten von Salizylsäure in Methanol im Hinblick auf den Einfluss 

gelöster Gase bestimmt. Um die Stabilität der kristallinen Containersysteme in einem 

potentiellen Produkt einzuschätzen wurde die Löslichkeit von Salizylsäure beispielhaft 

für Ethanol-Wasser-Gemische untersucht. Die Entwicklung eines Modells zur 

Vorhersage der Löslichkeit auf Grundlage der „Hansen Solubility Parameter― erlaubte es 

zudem die Löslichkeit der Containerkristalle in weiteren Lösungsmittel-Wasser-

Gemischen ohne die Notwendigkeit entsprechender Literaturdaten abzuschätzen. 

Nachdem die notwenigen Bedingungen zur Gewährleistung der Stabilität der 

Containerkristalle in einem möglichen Produkt definiert wurden, konnte die Herstellung 

solcher Containerkristalle, welche möglichst große Anteile flüssiger Einschlüsse 

aufweisen sollen, verfolgt werden. Mittels systematischer Untersuchungen wurden die 

Einflüsse experimenteller Parameter, einschließlich möglicher Wechselwirkungen 

zwischen verschiedenen Parametern, auf Kristall- und Einschlussgrößen untersucht. 

Durch das Anpassen der experimentellen Bedingungen konnten theoretische 

Einschlussgehalte von 2-4% erwarten werden. Durch das Befüllen der Containerkristalle 

mit Ascorbinsäure konnte die Machbarkeit der Wirkstoffverkapselung mittels flüssiger 
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Kristalleinschlüsse bestätigt werden. Basierend auf der Quantifizierung des 

eingeschlossenen Ascorbinsäuregehaltes von 0,4±0,3 mg pro g Kristalle konnte der 

Gehalt flüssiger Einschlüsse auf ungefähr 1% geschätzt werden. Dieser Gehalt an 

verkapselter Ascorbinsäure gibt eine allgemeine Vorstellung der möglichen Anwendung 

solcher Containerkristalle als Verkapselungsmaterial. Hinsichtlich des 

Verkapselungspotentials von >>1%, welches zu gering ist, um Wirkstoffe in 

entsprechenden Dosen bereitzustellen, wäre jedoch als mögliche Anwendung die 

Verkapselung von Aromen denkbar. 
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10. Abbreviations and symbols 

10.1.1 Abbreviations 

3D three-dimensional 

AA ascorbic acid  

AIV absolute inclusion volume  

API active pharmaceutical ingredient 

approx. approximately 

AS antisolvent 

BC before Christ 

col colorant 

DMA dexamethasone acetate 

DMF dimethylformamide 

DMSO dimethyl sulfoxide 

e.g. for example 

Eq. equation 

et al. et alii (and others) 

EtOH ethanol 

EU European Union 

ew ethanol-water-mixtures 

Fig. Figure 

FT-IR Fourier Transform Infrared 

HPLC high performance liquid chromatography 

HSP Hansen Solubility Parameters 

i-propanol iso-propanol 

IR injection rate 

IS inclusion size 

IUPAC International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry 

log common logarithm (decadic) 

MeOH methanol 

MS Microsoft 

MZW metastable zone width 

Ni nitrogen 

No. number 

non-deg. non-degassed 

OM optical microscopy  

ORM optical reflectance measurement  

Ox oxygen 

ppm part per billion 

ps pure solvents 

Ref.  Reference 

RESS rapid expansion of supercritical solutions 
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RIA relative inclusion amount 

rpm rotation per minute 

S solution 

S/AS solution-antisolvent-ratio 

SA salicylic acid 

sat. curve saturation curve 

SEM scanning electron microscopy 

SKGA sodium-2-ketogulonate anhydrate 

SKGM sodium-2-ketogulonate monohydrate 

SR stirring rate 

Tab. Table 

US ultrasound 

UV ultraviolet  

v:v volume ratio 

XRPD X-ray powder diffraction 

10.1.2 Latin symbols 

A surface 

C concentration 

d differential operator 

E Energy 

k mass transfer coefficient 

l liquid 

m mass 

n number of data points 

R correlation coefficient 

R gas constant 

Ra distance of HSP of two compounds in a Cartesian coordinate system 

S supersaturation 

s solid 

T temperature 

t time 

V volume 

w mass fraction 

x mole fraction 

10.1.3 Greek symbols 

Δ difference 

δ interactions 

φ volume fraction 

10.1.4 Indices 
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0 initial  state 

1 compound 1 

2 compound 2 

* final state 

AS antisolvent 

D dispersion 

d volume diffusion  

EtOH ethanol 

gas gas 

H hydrogen bonding 

i interaction type 

j summation index 

m molar 

MeOH Methanol 

Ni nitrogen 

Ox oxygen 

P dipole 

r surface integration 

S solution 

SA salicylic acid 

seed seed crystals 

sol solution 

water water 
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12. Appendix 

12.1. Crystallization behavior of SA 

12.1.1 Saturation curve 

Tab. 12.1: SA mass fraction of saturated solutions measured at different temperatures. 

 Non-degassed Degassed 

Temperature Mass fraction Confidence interval 
(95%) 

Mass fraction Confidence interval 
(95%) 

[°C] [%] [%] [%] [%] 

5 31.4 0.2 31.4 0.1 

10 34.08 0.06 33.8 0.2 

15 36.11 0.03 36.1 0.1 

20 38.36 0.05 38.3 0.2 

25 40.19 0.09 40.1 0.1 

30 41.3 0.2 41.2 0.3 

 

12.1.2 Solubility and MZW 

Tab. 12.2: Nucleation and solubility temperatures depending on solution mass fraction of SA in MeOH 
measured by means of US-technique using heating rates of 2 K h

-1
. 

Non-degassed Degassed 

Nucleation 
temperature 

Solubility 
temperature Mass fraction 

Nucleation 
temperature 

Solubility 
temperature Mass fraction 

[°C] [°C] [%] [°C] [°C] [%] 

24.10 27.37 39.57 24.37 28.43 40.22 

24.29 27.46 39.57 22.24 24.68 38.68 

23.95 28.37 40.11 17.51 21.95 37.65 

21.05 25.76 38.74 11.34 17.77 34.98 

18.80 22.35 37.00 6.93 14.91 33.26 

19.15 22.12 36.93 
  

 

19.03 22.01 36.90 
  

 

14.03 17.99 35.03 
  

 

10.91 15.38 33.84    
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Tab. 12.3: Nucleation and solubility temperatures depending on solution mass fraction of SA in MeOH 
measured by means of US-technique using heating rates of 5 K h

-1
. 

Non-degassed Degassed 

Nucleation 
temperature 

Solubility 
temperature Mass fraction 

Nucleation 
temperature 

Solubility 
temperature Mass fraction 

[°C] [°C] [%] [°C] [°C] [%] 

22.55 27.60 39.56 23.99 28.75 40.21 

23.39 27.46 39.58 16.79 26.14 38.58 

23.18 28.94 40.11 20.31 25.33 38.65 

19.29 26.71 38.74 16.94 22.28 37.02 

17.16 21.69 36.69 10.47 17.63 34.99 

11.79 18.10 35.01 6.81 13.91 33.36 

8.78 15.54 33.82 
  

 

 

Tab. 12.4: Nucleation and solubility temperatures depending on solution mass fraction of SA in MeOH 
measured by means of US-technique using heating rates of 10 K h

-1
. 

Non-degassed Degassed 

Nucleation 
temperature 

Solubility 
temperature Mass fraction 

Nucleation 
temperature 

Solubility 
temperature Mass fraction 

[°C] [°C] [%] [°C] [°C] [%] 

22.61 27.80 39.54 24.22 29.30 40.20 

22.93 27.77 39.57 16.85 26.10 38.57 

23.70 29.60 40.10 20.08 25.76 39.33 

19.17 27.75 38.71 15.81 23.00 37.00 

15.95 23.10 36.68 17.03 23.34 37.07 

11.69 18.85 35.00 8.74 18.73 34.96 

8.95 15.95 33.76 4.46 16.80 33.56 

   3.66 14.57 33.32 
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Tab. 12.5: Nucleation and solubility temperatures depending on solution mass fraction of SA in MeOH 
measured by means of US-technique using heating rates of 15 K h

-1
. 

Non-degassed Degassed 

Nucleation 
temperature 

Solubility 
temperature Mass fraction 

Nucleation 
temperature 

Solubility 
temperature Mass fraction 

[°C] [°C] [%] [°C] [°C] [%] 

20.66 28.47 39.53 22.73 30.42 40.21 

22.23 28.33 39.55 19.78 25.91 38.84 

24.01 30.27 40.10 19.93 26.19 38.64 

18.81 28.26 38.71 16.71 23.83 37.06 

15.29 23.43 36.69 16.62 23.93 37.00 

11.55 19.23 34.98 9.76 19.61 34.86 

9.48 16.49 33.82 4.58 17.44 33.57 

   5.54 15.98 33.30 
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12.1.3 Growth rate 

Tab. 12.6: Growth rates of SA in MeOH measured at 10 °C. 

Non-degassed Degassed 

Supersaturation Growth rate Supersaturation Growth rate 

[-] m s
-1

 [-] m s
-1

 

0.0065 1.26E-07 0.0059 1.12E-07 

0.0002 2.73E-09 0.0056 4.51E-08 

0.005 9.35E-08 0.0092 1.34E-07 

0.0086 1.01E-07 0.0058 8.93E-08 

0.0012 1.28E-08 0.0019 2.49E-08 

0.0013 1.60E-08 0.0032 4.19E-08 

0.0046 6.95E-08 0.0037 5.83E-08 

  0.0082 2.03E-07 

 

Tab. 12.7: Growth rates of SA in MeOH measured at 30 °C. 

Non-degassed Degassed 

Supersaturation Growth rate Supersaturation Growth rate 

[-] m s
-1

 [-] m s
-1

 

0.0258 9.57E-07 0.0104 1.93E-07 

0.0263 1.40E-06 0.0082 1.94E-07 

0.0022 3.02E-08 0.0204 9.12E-07 

0.0036 6.26E-08 0.0179 8.43E-07 

0.0063 9.65E-08 0.0186 4.28E-07 

0.007 1.22E-07 0.0166 5.31E-07 

0.0145 3.77E-07 -- -- 

0.0174 4.42E-07 -- -- 
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12.1.4 Dissolution rate 

Tab. 12.8: Dissolution rates of SA in MeOH measured at 10 °C. 

Non-degassed Degassed 

Saturation degree Dissolution rate Saturation degree Dissolution rate 

[-] Δ% s
-1

 [-] Δs(-1) 

1.473 6.00E-05 1.0625 1.33E-04 

1.0798 1.10E-04 1.2207 1.32E-04 

1.2515 1.00E-04 1.358 1.07E-04 

1.3804 9.00E-05 1.4848 1.81E-04 

1.5463 6.00E-05 1.7424 8.80E-05 

1.2801 7.00E-05 1.0903 1.71E-04 

1.4409 9.00E-05 1.2464 1.32E-04 

1.6055 6.00E-05 1.3865 2.04E-04 

1.7511 7.00E-05 1.5158 9.96E-05 

  
1.6469 7.76E-05 

  
1.7924 7.39E-05 

  
1.9827 9.96E-05 

 

Tab. 12.9: Dissolution rates of SA in MeOH measured at 30 °C. 

Non-degassed Degassed 

Saturation degree Dissolution rate Saturation degree Dissolution rate 

[-] Δ% s
-1

 [-] Δ% s
-1

 

1.0572 5.20E-04 1.0622 6.00E-04 

1.2196 1.00E-04 1.2191 1.90E-04 

1.3533 1.30E-04 1.3458 1.90E-04 

1.478 1.30E-04 1.4666 1.40E-04 

1.5957 1.20E-04 1.5878 1.40E-04 

1.8152 8.00E-05 1.802 1.20E-04 

1.0753 0.00139 1.9011 1.80E-04 

1.2087 5.00E-04 1.0605 3.40E-04 

1.3248 1.10E-04 1.2186 1.70E-04 

1.4385 6.00E-05 1.4667 9.00E-05 

1.5442 1.00E-04 1.5877 1.70E-04 

1.6465 1.00E-04 1.6978 7.00E-05 
1.7439 1.10E-04 1.5455 1.10E-04 
1.9251 5.00E-05 1.7386 1.20E-04 
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12.2. Ternary phase diagram 

Tab. 12.10: Experimental values of water, EtOH and SA content from investigations of SA solubility in EtOH-
water-mixtures. 

Sample No. 
Water content  
[%] 

EtOH content  
[%] 

SA content  
[%] 

Distilled water 
saturated with 
SA 

I 97 ± 33 2. ± 33 0.6 ± 0.1 
II 98 ± 21 1 ± 21 0.6 ± 0.4 
III 97 ± 33 2 ± 33 0.6 ± 0.2 

5% SA in EtOH I 68 ± 1 30 ± 2 1.7 ± 0.5 
II 67 ± 26 30 ± 29 2 ± 3 
III 68 ± 29 30 ± 30 1.9 ± 0.2 
IV 65 ± 2 34 ± 3 1.9 ± 0.2 
V 66 ± 4 32 ± 5 1.9 ± 0.5 

1.6 ± 0.2 VI 70 ± 8 29 ± 8 
10% SA in EtOH I 70 ± 7 29 ± 7 1.4 ± 0.4 

3.4 ± 0.06 
2.8 ± 0.3 
4.8 ± 0.3 
5.0 ± 0.1 
4.7 ± 0.4 

II 54 ± 71 40 ± 71 
III 63 ± 6 34 ± 7 
IV 58 ± 3 37 ± 3 
V 61 ± 24 30 ± 24 
VI 61 ± 1 34 ± 2 

20% SA in EtOH I 60 ± 8 37 ± 9 3 ± 1 
10 ± 12 
7.6 ± 0.3 
12.51 ± 0.08 
12.84 ± 0.06 
13.4 ± 0.4 

II 49 ± 10 42 ± 22 
III 49 ± 4 43 ± 4 
IV 42 ± 21 45 ± 21 
V 43 ± 1 44 ± 1 
VI 44.6 ± 0.2 42 ± 0.6 

25% SA in EtOH I 32 ± 4 50 ± 15 19 ± 12 
15 ± 2 
17.0 ± 0.9 

II 32 ± 4.0 53 ± 6 
III 33 ± 2 50 ± 3 

EtOH saturated 
with SA 

I 0.64 ± 0.06 75.5 ± 5.4 23.9 ± 5.3 
29.9 ± 0.5 
30.2 ± 0.4 

II 0.6 ± 0.2 69.4 ± 0.6 
III 0.60 ± 0.08 69.2 ± 0.4 
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